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PREFACE

This report documents phase II and III of the design, development, construc-

tion and test of a 150 KVA Starter/Generator Variable Speed Constant Fre-

quency (VSCF) electrical system which includes a solid rotor machine using

rare earth Samarium Cobalt Magnets. The system is designed to provide

3-phase 400 Hz power rated'at 150 KVA in the generate mode -and provide

torque output to start a 50,000 lb. thrust elass engine in the start mode. The

Phase I effort on the program is documented in detail in AFAPL-TR-76-8.

This final report was submitted by the General Electric Company, under con-

tract F33615-74-C-2037. The effort was 'sponsored by the Air Force Aero

Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Air

Force Systems Command, Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio under Project 3145,

Task 314529 and Work Unit 31452948 with Paul R Bertheaud/AFAPL/POP-2

as Project Engineer. The major technical contributors to these phases of

the contract were G.E. Brissey, A.C. Foss, D.L. Lafuze, A.B. Osborne,

C. F. Triebel and R. C. Webb of the General Electric Company.
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SECTION II

SUMMARY-

2. 1 INTRODUCTION

All three phases of the program with respect to the hardware are completed. Phase I was completed in

December 1975 with the completion of rotor spin testing and shock tests. The labt data item specifically

associated with Phase I (Final Technical Report (Phase 1)) was submitted in March 1976. Go ahead for

Phase 13 and IIn was received in December 1976 and at that time the Phase UI I-ardware delivery was expected

to be in the first quarter of 1977. A generator fault in 1976 and a system fault in 1977 each had significant

schedule impact on the program, however, the Phase III hardware delivery was rescheduled for 31 May

19'Wl which is the actual shipment ate. This report covers the full program but concentrates on the activity

in Phase II and III since the Phase I activity is well documented in the reports listed in Section 1.

2.2 ROTOR DESIGN CONFIGURATION

The solid rotor shown in Figure 1 is constructed by assembling seven 6. 5 inch diameter I Inch long discs on

a 3-5;8-inch diameter hollow shaft. Figure 2 is a drawing of the rotor showing these discs. Each disc

assembly contains 14 samarium cobalt magnets wedged between pole pieces and a bimetallic shrink ring which

encapsulates the assembly. A photograph of one of these assemblies (Serial Number 019) used in the rotor

is shown in Figure 3. The shrink ring holds the magnets and pole pieces in compression up through the

overcpeed rating (23, 100 RPM) of the rotor to minimize ih-. affect of cyclic fatigue. This shrink ring is

constructed of 28 alternately magnetic and non-magnetic segments which are electron beam welded together.

The magnetic segments are located over the pole pieces t!o shorten the magnetic airgap in the machine and the

non-magnetic segt nents located over the magnets are required to prevent a magnetic short between pole

pieces. A photograph of one if the shrink rings fabricated during Phase I is shown in Figure 4.

The first major effort after establishing the design cni'figuration was selection of materials, joining and form-

ing methods to fabricate a shrink ring with sufficient tesile strength to contain the magnets and pole pieces up

through the overspeed rating of the rotor. The cho.;en process uses maraging steel as the magretic segment

and MP35N as the non-magnetic segment. These are joined by electron beam welding and cold worked and

formed to obtain the required strength and shape.

The pole and magnet assembly is fabricated by first electron beam welding a low carbon steel donut to an inner

hub of Inconel. Slots are then machined in the low carbon steel to accept the samarium cobalt magnets. The

magnets are then wedged in place and the pole and magnet assembly is machined to proper dimension. The

steps In this process are illustrated in Figure 5.

The shrink ring is then assembled to the pole and magnet assembly by heating it to 1000°F while cooling the

pole and magnet assembly to approximately -I 50°F.

2
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The disc assemblies are assembled to the shaft by cooling the shaft In, liquid nitrogen and pressing it into all

seven disc assemblies at once while they are held in an aligning fixture.

2.3 STAR£ER/CENERATOR DESIGN CONFIGURATION

The starter g•uaerator uats the 14 pole samarium cobalt rotor in a nine phase output stator. The stator is

housed in an aluminum frame along w1th a self contained Wubricating and cooling oil flow pump, a high speed

mechanical disconnect and a Hall probe assembly which is used to sense rotor position in start mode. Fig-

ure 6 is ,a photo of this starter generator mounted on a drive stand. Figure 7 is a cross section of the

starter generator with the major assemblies identified. A detailed description of the starter generator is

provided in section 4. 2 with many photographs of-these assemblies.

2.4 CYCLOCONVERTER DESIGN CONFIGURATION

The cycloconverter designed and delivered on this program is shown in Figure 8. This uses 54 Silicon

Controlled Rectifier (SCRa) to convert the nine phase of variable frequency power from the generator into a

3 phase 400 Hz output. In the start mode these SCRs convert the 3 phase 400 Hz input power into a variable

frequency output to the machine.

The cycloconverter uses a dip brazed chassis with liquid (oil) cooled cold plates for heat extraction. The

major power handling components which are mounted on cold plates in the converter include the 54 SCR9, 18

interphase transformers and the input despiker components. Two small fans were added later during testing

to provide additional cooling for the copper in the interpha-e transformer.

2.5 TEST RESULTS

Generate mode testing verified the predicted high efficiency of the system in both generate mode and start

mode. In generate mode the overall efficiency from mechanical drive power to the 400 Hz power delivered

to the load was measured at 88% at rated load and dropped off to 73.5% at one quarter load. Overall start

mode efficiency at 2400 RPM and above is 70% or higher. The torque at low speed out to 6000 RPM is 150 lb-

ft. This is lower than the 190 lb-ft goal at stall and out to 4000 RPM requirement but this is partially due to a

mismatch of the starter ope-ating speed relative to the idle speed of the engine. Figure 9 shows the'measured

starting torque versus starter shaft speed, the specified required engine start torque and the required engine

start to:'que refleted to the starter shaft through a 4/3 ratio gear box. Note that with the gearbox to accommo-

date the speed mi ,match the measured torque exceeds the requirement by a comfortable margin.

The heat dissipated in the rotor due to windage losses and rotor pole face losses wa, ,ndersttmated in the

early machine design phase. Early measured thermal data on the machine revea'id much higher windage

losses then anticipated. These combined with calculated pole face losses indicated a rotor heating problem at

high speed. Rather than add cooling oil to the rotor it was decided to proceed with the machine as designed

and limit the top speed to avoid overteating the samarium cobalt .. iagnets.

8
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SE"CTON M

BACKGROUND

A variable speed costant frequency generator Is a high speed, high frequency, mynchrm•au, machtne. TM

normal generator design Is composed of a main synchronous gener.tor, an exciter, and a permumsImaet
generator (PMG). The main generator Is a wound rotor, salient pole, brushless machine whose a.I1u Is Sed

into a static cycloconverter. The eciter is an inside out synchronous generator that supples power 6~
the rotatin rectifiers to the main generator field. The PMG supplies excitation power for the exciter and

power for the VSCF system control.

Permanent magnets have been utilized In rotating machinery in various manners such an the control power

supply but have never been seriously considered su a replacement for high power wound rotor gnerators.

Permanent magnets can be substituted In any type electrical machine where the magnetic field Is produced by

a direct current excitation as It is in the case of synchronous machines. Incorporating a permanent magnet

concept Into the' SCF generator will eliminate the need of the control PUG, the exciter and the rectifier

system. Prior to the availability of samarium cobalt several characteristics of permanent magnete pre s

their use in the" applications. They exhibited a relatively low energy density and a comparatively poor resis-
tance to accidental demagnetization.

The neptive factors of permanent nmagnts have been eliminated with the advent of rare earth cobalt magnest.

Thie type of magnet exhibits a demagnetization curve which is close to the ideal magunt curve and provide a

high magnetic energy product in conjunction with a high coercive force. These characteristics permit the vts

design for synchronous machines to be optimized with respect to overall performance without the magnets be g

the limiting item. The result is that relatively small portions of the rotor volume are occupied by the magnets

allowing a larger amnount of volume to be utilized for mechandcal support structure.

The key to a mechanically successful high speed permanent magnet generator as required In a VSCF system in

the magnet contafnment. Various means are conceivable to cope with these kinds of forces. General Electric

has successfully built numerous rotors using the shrink ring containment technique. A rin in shrunk over tie

magnt assembly to hosd the magnete and pole pieces in place. At the speeds selected, the minimum shrink

ring thickness ( > 0. 2 inches) it large enough to interfire with the electromagnetics evn -ith rrre eerth

magneto o,• the source of excitation if the shrink ring is completely made out of non-nmr oewc material.

(Magnetic material shrink ring would magnetically short the magnets. ) Therefore, . i, r ring made from

sections.cd non-magnetic and magnetic materials was fabricated. The weak point in sich a shrink ring Is the

bond between the two dissimilar metals. The key to successful rotor design les in the si .Ink ring mamuacturiag.

13



A further utiliz ation of permanent magnets In synchronous machines is in a VSCF starter- generator application.

It has been shown before by General Electric* that a VSCF generating system can be used in the reverse power

flow mode to motor the rotatinZ machine and start the aircraft engine. The more difficult portion of this

approach is the requirement to produce high torque at zero speed. For a wound rotor system, excitation powor

murt be transferred to the rotor at zero speed. This transfer has been done but requires a different, slightly

"larger exciter than necessary in the system used for generating only.
f .. ,'

This problem of excitation at zero speed is non existent for a PMG since the excitation is built Inv, the rotor

with the magnets.

Two basic modes are available to operate a synchronous' generator in the motoring mo'e. The simplest one is

to operate the machine as a synchronous motor. In this case the only link between the rotor and the rotating

magnetic field produced by the stator windings is through the t.lectromagnetic forces. This link is of the

spring type, which allows the rotor to change its position with respect to the rotating field as a function of the

mechanical loading of the rotor shafl. This method of starting is relatively unstable.

By introducing an additional rotor position feedback which will control the stator input frequency, the instability

will be eliminated. In addition, feedback allows precise control of the rotor position with respect to the ro-

tating magnetic field and thus, precise output torque control. This feature can also be used similarly to the

field iveakening control for dc machines which results in a speed increase under constant input voltage.

In order to achieve the rotor position feedback, a rotor position sensor is incorporated In the machine. This

sensor consists of 3 Hall Probes located 120 electrical rotor degrees apart. These probes are positioned to

utilize the leakage flux at end of the rotor stack. With the Hall probe signal feedback the cycloconverter is

used to program the position and frequency of the rotating magnetic field.

*Find Repo-t, 60 KVA VSCF Converter Product Improvement Program February 16, 1973. U.S. Navy Con-
tract No. NO0421-72-C-6'702 GE report number, DLL-730216.
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SECTION IV

DESIGN

4. 1 SYSTEM DESIGN

The system design follows closely the plan described in Section IV of the Phase I Repori. The permanent mag-

net machine and cycloconverter combination are' especially attractive as a starter generator since both compo-

nents inherently allow reversal ol power flow and because excitation for the machine is always present.

4.1.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 10 is a block diagram of the system. At the center of the pag, is the main power path of the PMG,

the converter-filter and the 400 Hz terminals. Power flows from right to left during the start. 400 Hz power

is converted to 9 phase variable frequency, variable voltage, phased by the PMG rotor position. The PMG

machine then converts this electrical power to mechanical power.

In the generate mode, nine phase variable frequency, variable voltage power from the PMG is converted to

three phase 400 Hz power at 115 volts. The power circuit is the same in both modes. The signal level circuits

control the firing of the SCR's in different patterns to achieve the change of mode.

4. 1. 2 POWER CIRCUIT

The basic power circuit is identical to that of the earlier Wound Rotor (WR) 150 KVA system.- Each of the nine

Sgenerator phases is connected to each of the three output phases through an SCR of each polarity. Current

and power can flow either from machine to output or reverse. Figure 11 shows the generator and one output

phase of the converter.

The SCR's are grouped in sets of three, which connect to a three phase machine winding. The sets are then

paralleled by interphase transformers (IPT). These IPT's permit current flow in each SCR f3r 120 machine

de•.:ees and divide the total output phase current equally between three SCR's at any instant. If all rectifiers

were tied together, the output current would flow in only one SCR at a time and for only 400. The IPT, there-

fore, greatly eases the current requirements of the SCR's (and the generator). Equally important only 1/3

current must be switched or commutated from SCR to SCR at any instant.

4. 1.2. 1 SCR's

Neglecting the filter capacitor current, each SCR conducts 1/3 of the phase output current for 1/6 of the time

(1/2 for each polarity times 1/3 for each machine phase). The approximate SCR current at rated 150 KVA 115V

is 1 x - 59 amps RMS. The SCR's used are selected from the Westinghouse T607 family; 235

amp stud mounted devices.

15
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Significant SCR specifications are steady state voltage 1200, transient voltage 1400V and 5t•us turn off with

400V/.us re -applied voltage. As explained ln paragraph 4. 1 ofthePhaselReport, peak SCRvoltagewas predicted

at 1000V. 860 volts was the peak of the predicted generator three phase line to line voltage and commutation

spikes of 140 volts were assumed. Actual voltages are considerably less because the generator voltage is about

l'•, less than predicted and because the transients at commutation are very low. Relatively slow SCR's may be

used because the machine voltage rises with speed. At high speed where turn off times are most critical in con-

ventional VSCF systems, the high machine voltage means the SCR's are phase controlled within a relatively

narrow band about 90t' so there is extra time from the latest SCR firing until line to line voltage reversal

4. 1. 2. 2 Snubber Circuit

Commutatio iv the cycloconverter takes place by gating of a new SCR which provides a more favorable current

path thant did the conducting SCR. Both SCR's conduct while the current decays in the old path which transiently

short circuits the two generator phases. Current does nqt stop in the old path when it reaches zero because the

SCR does not block inverse voltage until the minority carriers are swept out. The SCR currents as shown in

Figure 12 have substantial reverse spikes. When the outgoing SCR does block, the voltage at the generator

ends of the SCR's recovers to the generator voltage. All other SCWs connected to these generator phases

experience this voltage change. Half of thenm see dv/dts in the direction to try to turn them on. The capacitor

of the snubber limits the dv/dt and the resistor damps the LC oscillation to limit the peak voltage amplitude.

The typical voltage transient is shown in Figure 13. The step is caused by the SCR recovery current trans-

ferring to the snubber. The rest of the transient is the damped LRC oscillation. Since the SCR recovery cur-

rent is hard to define we make our preliminary snubber design assuming instantaneous SCR recovery. With

wound rotor machines satisfactory results are obtained using machine inductance measured with a standard

bridge. Snubber components of 20 ohms and. 25ufd wer'e selected which give idealized transients with about 15%

overshoot and . 4 times phase voltage dv/dt.

Testing with the PMG machine showed that the LRC circuit (composed of the machine subtransient inductance

and the snubber RC) is overdamped. The machine voltage returns to its normal envelop after the commutation

is completed. There is no overshoot such as is shown in Figure 13. The machines commutating inductance is

not like the almost ideal inductor of the standard wound rotor machine. The commutating inductance is a resis-

tance - inductance network which has high losses in the frequency spectrum of the sharp edges of the commuta-

tion. These losses are evidently caused by eddy currents in the solid rotor surfa'e:e.

The snubber resistors were reduced to 9 ohms and the transient was still overdamped. This indicates a further

reduction in resistor value is possible and this fine tuning would lower converter losses and component size.

Part of this loss saving in the converter, however, is transfered to the machine.

Each of the n~ne 20 ohm snubber resistors in the original design was actually ten -200 ohm 50 watt resistors in

parallel. Each of the nine 9 ohm resistors in the final configuration is actually eight 75 ohm 30 watt resistors

in parallel
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Figure 12. SCR Current

BOTH S~s ON 
RECOVER Y CURRENT STEP

Figure 13. Typical Voltage Transient
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4. 1.2. 3 Interphase Transformers and Filter Capacitor

The leakage inductance of the interphase transformers (IPT) and the capacitor at the phase terminal forms the

filter which suppresses the rectifier ripple and higher harmonics of the output wave. With a nine phase machine

and a base frequency of 1400Hz, the minimum rectifier ripple frequency is approximately 12kHz. The IPT le!k-

age inductance is about 9 microhertries and the filter capacitor 600infd. The other components of the filter which

are less obvious are the ti.-ee machine phases which are conducting at any time and the equivalent commutation

resistor. The commutation resistor for a nine phase generator with 3 commutating groups is equal to !he machine

frequency times commutating inductance. This equivalent resistor has no power loss but nevertheless damps the

LC output filter just like a real resistor.

The non-regulated output of the PMG make the requirements for the IPT much more severe than in the WR

machine. At high speed, and/or light load, excess machine voltage is rejected by phasing the SCR's, on aver-

age, nearer 900. This mairiains the 400Hz output voltage but increases the rectifier ripple at each 5CR bank.

The [PT, which averages the three SCR banks, must absorb this voltage and increased core loss results.

The indicated [PT design Is, therefore, one which has less iron and more copper than normal, and one with

good heat flow paths from the iron.

Another area in the IPT design where improvement over the earlier WR 150 KVA system is desirable is contain-

ment of leakage flux. In that IPT, Figure 14. 400 Hz leakage flux comes out the end of the IPT and acts as an

induction heater for any aluminum chassis in the vicinity.

400 Hz LEAKAGE
FLUX PATH

Figure 14. Three Leg [PT

In the selected IPT arrangement shown in Figure 15. each functional IPT is actually three devices. This

scheme lends itself to a copper heavy design, gives multiple short heat flow paths from the cores, and by

arranging the windings as shown, minimizes the stray flux problem. The obvious disadvantage is that there

are more devices to make, mount, and interconnect.

The filter capacitor duty is increased but not to the same degree. The major change is that the ripple current

remains constant with machine speed rather than decreasing as the machine speed goes up as occurs with a

regulated WR machine system. 6OOmfd of capacitance is used in the PMG design compared with 540mfd in the

earlier WR system.
20
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Figure 15. Equivalent Three Leg IPT by Combining rhree Two Leg IPTs

4.1.3 GENERATE MODE CONTROL FUNCTIONS

4. 1.3.1 Reference Wave Generator

The VSCF system in generate mode is basically three high power amplifiers which reproduce three low level

400Hz reference waves at l1SV and at the power level required by the load. The reference wave generator

develops the three phase set of 400Hz waves which are to be amplified. These reference waves have less than

1% total harmonics, are very accurately spaced 1200 apart and are individually amplitude controlled. . sec-

ondary function is to generate 400Hz square waves which serve as discriminator references for the load division

circuits.

The reference waves are generated by digital logic circuits which function as m.:ropower pulse width modula-

tion inverters. The principal ripple frequency is above 70KHz so that only a very small RC filter is required

to smooth the 400Hz wave. Amplitude control Is accomplished by clipping the digital pulses so that the refer-

ence wave amplitude, when amplified by the converter, satisfies the phase voltage regulator.

4.1.3.2 Frequency Control

The system is designed for parallel operation. It must be able to change frequency to synchronize with the sys-

tem to which it is to be paralleled. The chosen paralleling method is that of averaging the frequency references

of the paralleled channels to establish the system frequency. The primary reference is a crystal oscillator.

The secondary reference is a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which drives the wave generator. The fre-

quency control operates by counting the beat frequency between the crystal and voltage controlled oscillators,

determining which oscillator frequency is higher and converting the result into an analog voltage. This analog

voltage is compared with synchronization and load division signals to set the frequency of the VCO and therefore

of the system. This technique permits "cry hign gains so that op amp offsets and other temperature and compo-

nent shifts have little effect. With the 3MHz frequency of the VCO, it is easy to make the frequency control loop

response fast enough so it has a negligible effect on the stability of the load division loops.

p
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4. 1.3. 3 Phase Voltage Regulators

; ~The phase voltage regulators compare the converter output voltates sensed at the paint of regulation with a DC?

voltage reference and adjust the reference wave amplitudes to regulate the converter output. The regulators

sense the rectified average of the output rather than the RMS value. The converter output voltage measured by

RMS meters varies slightly with load and speed even though the regulator does an almost perfect job of holding

average voltage. This variation is due to change of waveshape. Experience has shown the regulation to be

satisfactory even after allowing for waveshape effects so the added cost of true RMS sensing is not justified.

The phase regulators become current regulators when the system output is shorted or overload• r. When the

output current exceeds the set limit• the cur rent path, which has very high gain overrides the voltage sensing

regulator. If there is a short circuit, the voltage sense and comparison circuits are saturated. By making the

voltage path saturation levels different for the three phases, the current regulator is phase sequential in the

* event of multiple phase faults. Fr• example, with a three phase to• ground fault, full fault current is delivered
on Phase A and low currents by Phase B and C. This will trip a three phase breaker just as fast as full current

in all phases. With indivioual breakers, Phase A breaker will be tripped first and then full fault current wilt be

delivered to B. When B breaker opens fault current will go to C.

This technique minimizes heating in genera~tor and converter and torque required by the machine.

Each phase regulator also has an input from the load division circuits to force load sharing during parallel oper-

ation. This input is described in detail in the load division section.

The final input to the phase voltage reg'tlator comes from the beta circuit. This signal can act only to reduce

system output. It comes into action ditrtng startup, when a miscommutation has been detected, or when large

reactive loads are applied to the system.

4. 1. 3.4 Load Division

I Parallel operation of VSCF systems is somewhat different from that of synchronous machines althou.•h the fun-

:i damental rules apply. With synchronous machines operating in parallel, the circulating current in phase with

. I the voltage provides the signal to control the speed of the prime movers or the phase of the generated voltage.

The circulating c:urrent at right angle to the voltage provides the signal to control the voltage regulators. The

reason for this is shown in Figure 16 phasor diagrams. The source impedance of the synchrone'Js machine

is largely inductive. Circulating current therefo,-e lags the phasor difference of generated vr•iage by about 900.

The source impedance of a cycloconverter Is made up of the shunt filter capacitor, the l1'lcage inductance of

the Interphase transformer, the sub-transient reactance of the machine, and a lossless resistance resulting from

commutation. The commutation resistor is equal to the machine commutating inductance (l2ph) times the number

of phases in a commutating group (3) divided by the number of commutating groups' in parallel (3) times the

machine frequency (1400 - 2450Hz). The commutating resistor of the 150 KVA PMG system varies from . 017/

ohms at base speed to . 029 ohms at top speed. The source impedance angle at 400Hz' therefore varies from

about 50° inductive at base speed to about 46° at top speed. *The load division circuits which bias the phase

P regulators must sense the component of circulating current at about 50-55 degrees lagging with respect to the

i • 22
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terminal voltage. The phase or frequency bias circuit senses current at right angles to the source impedance

angle or 35-/4& leading the terminal voltage.

The circulating current is measured by current transformer loops which compare the phase currents of the two

systems. Phase discriminators then measure the components of this current as described above. The references

for these phase discriminators are derived in the reference wave generator.

Before paralleling, the two systems are brought into synchronism by phase discriminators which look at the

Y system terminal voltages.

4.1.3.5 Modulators

The modulators determine the exact firing time for each SCR. In the generate mode, the SCR's are controlled

by what is normally called the biased cosine method. It is more accurate to describe it as the integral of the

commutated voltage method. This integral becomes a cosine wave only when the power source is sinusoidal

and has very low impedance..

Figure 17 shows the operation of the modulator in the generate mode. The SCRl firing can be controlled over

a 180 0 interval' and the modulator is inhibited for the second 1800 interval. The modulator delivers a train of

pulses starting at the firing angle and ending at the inhibit interval. Normally only the first gate pulse is

relevant because it triggers the SCR into conduction. The following train of pulses is added for insurance in

case the SCR did not fire on the first pulse. The first gate pulse sometimes fails to latch in the SCR. because

commutations in other output phases havp temporarily suppressed the generatior phase voltage connected to

the SCR.

A train of pulses rather than a solid pulse allows the pulse transformer size to be greatly reduced which in turn

simplifies the design of the transformer for very fast rise time.

Figure 18 is a typical modulator circuit. Comparitor ARI with direct positive and lagged negative feedback

is a gated oscillator. Transistor Q1 is a buffer and level shifter.' Since it is never saturated, it has very good

switching characteristics. Q2 is the drive transistor for the pulse transfo,'.aer. Fast turnoff is insured by

diode CR1 and reverse breakdown of Q1 emitter to base when comparitor ARI is negative. The gate pulse is

made to approximate a current source by the resistor in series with the transformer primary.

The oscillator is gated into action when logic gate Ul Is high. In the generate mode, this occurs when the corm-

paritor AR2 which compar -1 a firing wave and the error goes low and when Cie blanking wave is low. The third

input is always low in the generate mode. The blanking wave goes high during the inhibit half cycle to stop the

oscillator.

In the start mode, the comparitor output is held at Logic 0 when 1 for generate is low. The other two inputs

are from the start current control and from the rotor position logic that replaces the blanking wave. These

signals will be discussed further in the lescription of the start mode functions.

24
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4. 1.3. 6 Firing and Blanking Wave Circuits

As noted in the modulator description, the basic SCR control is by the biased cosine method. In 60Hz rectilier

systems, the cosine firing waves are usually obtained by.a phase shifting trarsformer connected to the incoming
utility power. In VSCF systems, the generator waveshape is not usually a very good sine wave since it is

usually possible to obtain slightly more power from agiven machine size if its waveshape is' not restricted. The

machine impedance is also significant as the photograph Figure 19 shows. Each SCR commutation adds a

substantial notch or pedestal to the wave.

S~BASE SPEED

S..... •.1 
MS/CM

S~200 V/CM

!i 
150KVA .,95

Figure 19. Generator LINE-LINE Voltage

It is, therefore, necessary to go back to the basic operation of a phase controlled rectifier to derive suitable

firing waves. Figure 20 shows the fundamental circuit of an SCR commutating off another SCR. AC voltage

source e1 is conducting and source e4 is to be switched in. These represent two phases of an AC machine with

Lc being the commutating inductance or approximately the machine subtransient reactance divided by 21r times

"frequency.
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The voltage reduction as the result of phase retard and commutation is

f(e~ 04)+f e uf ei +4 L 1

L i is a linear term so that if the control function is the integral of the generated line to line voltage, the rec-

tifter transfer function is a linear gain and a source impedance.

Since the generated voltages are internal to the machine, they cannot be used to derive the control function

directly. Terminal voltages and phase currents are used, as Figure 21 shows, to derive the firing waves

for each set of 1200 displaced machine phases.

-x7

ex4 n: IC

ex1

Figure 21. Circuit for Deriving Firing Waves

! One of the required firing waves is:

"ew (eI 'e 4)dt ýfe I t'fe. 4d

But,H dli

e I eti + L c dt

J eI =feidt + Lic 1

If RC >> -- , then
gen

R2x -,-f etldt + -2 iI

or e[ fetldt + ý i1J
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The terms in the brackets are identical with the right side of equation (A-12) when RIR 2 C/n is scaled to equal

Lc. Thus, e ex4 and ex7 are the required firing waves when connected line-to-line. The blanking or inhibit

waves, which restrict the gating pulses to the half cycle when positive voltage is applied each SCR, are derived

from the firing waves rather than directly from the terminal voltages. This is fundamentally correct since th:.

firing waves represent the generated voltage. Figure 22 shows a set of machine voltages, firing waves,

and blanking waves for the idealized sine wave case. Comparitors whose inputs are connected to firing waves

derive the blanking waves. The blanking waves are fed to the modulators via tri-state CMOS logic gates. When

in start mode, these gates are in the disabled or open circuit state.

Firing and blanking waves also go to the beta circuit where they are used to establish the sampling periods for

generator current representing short SCR turnoff margins.

4. 1.3. 7 Mixer

The mixer circuit sums the 400Hz reference signal and several feedback signals to develop the error voltage

which goes to the modulator.

Figure 23 shows the signals of the mixer circuit. Feedback block G2 has very high low frequency gain to

suppress the DC voltage level of the output to a few millivolta. Block G3 senses the voltage at the rectifier

banks and is used to improve waveshape and to reduce the converter source impedance thereby minimizing the

voltage transients during load switching. This path has moderate gain at 40OHz.

400 NZ Of ER•IENCE

EFERIENCE SIGNAL V5  INPUT
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OUTPUT VOLTAGE VED'C------" D ECL

'NE TwORK >AL MODDULA TORS

UNFILTERED C-3

OUTPUT VOL.TAGE V -- E Ct¢s C

FILTERED 'AASHAPING
OUTPUT VOLTAGE V2- FEE rSAC-
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Figure 23. Components of the Mixer Amplifier
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Block 4 feedback is used for waveshaping to suppress the lower harmonics of the 400Hz output. It therefore has

highest gain in the harmonic frequency region. During severe overloads or short circuits, this path tends to

cause miscommutations. Most of this signal is therefore shunted to ground by a Field Effect Transistor

acting as a variable resistor when the output current is above its rated load level.

The mixer also adds offset bias to the error voltage so that the output wave generatee by the negative SCR's is

more positive than the wave generated by the positive SCR's. This offset, or safety margin bias, generates a

DC voltage which opposes current flow from positive SCRIs directly back through the negative SCR's shown in

Figure 24.

r, L

LIM• N31

enl

Figure 24. Circuit for Equalizing Current

4.1.3.8 Beta Circuits

Beta. in a phase controlled rectifier, is the angle from the firing of the SCR until the line to line voltage reversal

of the supply phases connected to the conducting SCR and the SCR being triggered. The time represented

by this angle must be sufficient to complete the conutation and for the SCP to recover its voltage blocking

ability. The function of the beta circuit is to detect current in the machine phases when it occurs at an angle

where httle time margin is left to complete the commutation and allow the SCR to regain its blocking ability.

This function is mechanized by sampling the currents of thrýe generator phast :-. The sampling period is

established by the firing and blanking waves and a reference much the same way as a normal SCR firing instant

is set.

When current in this region is detected, signals are sent to the phase voltage regulators to depress the output

voltages. Reducing the output voltages then reduces the output current and also reduces the maximum SCR

phase retard. Normally the beta circuit is exercised only transiently when very large reactive loads are

applied., Examples are starting of larg.' motors and the magnetizing current inrush of large transformers.

In'most VSCF systems, the beta is most needed at high speed where the shorter cycle period results in minimum

SCR tur ý ,off time. With a PMG system, the increase of machine voltage with speed results in narrowing the band

of SCR firing points. SCR recovery time is therefore maintained o r increased as the speed raises. The limit-

ing condition with the PMG system is at heavy load, base speed where machine voltage is minimum.

The secondary functins of the beta circuit are startup and miscommutation detection. Before startup, the beta

circuit is maximum which fully clamps the phase voltage regulators and therefore the wave generators. When

the logic signals that the system is t) start, the beta circuit output decays and the clamp of the phase voltage

regulators is released. This allows the comnerter to build up smoothly t) 115V. At system shutdown, the phase
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voltage regulator is again clamped. It takes a few milliseconds for the modulator supply to discharge so the

converter outputs are programmed down before the last SCR fires. This minimizes the voltage present on the

large output filter capacitor when all power circuits are ope Ied.

Miscommutations are detected by con.paring the generator current with the output current plus a bias. When

operation is normal, the sum of the generator currents is equal the sum of the output currents plus the filter

capacitor currents. The filter capacitor fundamental currents are essentially constant since the output voltage

is constant.

Therefore, when the sum of generator currents exceeds the sum of output currents plus a suitable bias, current

must be flowing fromn some generator phases and back through others without going out throue., the load or filter

capacitor. This is exactly what happens during miscommutation. When a miscommutation is dk'tected, the

phase voltage regulators are clamp which results in all SCR's being phased to about 900. If the miscommutation

was not caused by a component failure, the system will recover and normal operatiop ts r~sumed.

4. 1. 3.9 Logic and Protection

The VSCF system is a complete generating system. It has the logic required to start up and switch automatically

into parallel. It contains protective circuits which shut off the converter if power quality is abnormal which pro-

tects the load equipment. It also has protective circuits to limit damage to the system in evpnt tif failure.

During normal operation, the system either starts up automatically when the generator comes up to minimum

speed or manually by operation of the channel control switch. Power quality is then checked before the power

ready latch is set (Figure 25). The logic then checks to see if automatic paralleling is required and if so

are the conditions for paralleling satisfied. The line contactor is then closed provided the contactor switch is

closwd.

The bus tie contactor is normally c!0,.:ed except when the bus tie switch is open. Closure to the switch causes

immediate closure of the contactor unless both systems are on line. In this case, contactor closure must wait

until the autoparallel circuit determines that the two systems are in phase.

U the opposite system is on line, the newly started system automaticaliy synchronizes with it.

The two major types of protection circuits are power quality protections and damage limiting protections. The

power quality protections insure that the load equipment will not be damaged or malfunction because the gener-

ating system is not functioning properly. These protections are:

Overvoltage

The overvoltage circuit senses each output phase. If any or all phases exceed 123. 5 volts, the system is

de-energized for a time period inversely proportional to the overvoltaie. If the system is in paralled a bias

from the load division circuits is added to or subtracted from to the sensed overvoltage. If the load division

signal is trying to decrease the regulated voltage, this system is probably the cause of the overvoltage so the

bias speeds up the trip. If the load division is trying to increase the regulated voltage, the cause of the over-

voltage is probably in the other system so the bias slows down the trip. This feature allows selectively tripping

off only the failed system.
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DC Voltage Protection

This is a protection function particular to VSCF systems and is required because certain failure modes can

result in large DC voltages in the output. Ultimate trip is be!ow 0.5 volts. Trips with larger DC content have

trip time inversely proportional to amplitude of the DC so the integral of voltage above .5 is less than 5 volt

seconds.

Wrong Frequency

If the system goes outside the band .of 386 to 413Pz for one second, the system is tripped off. If the load divi-

sion circuitry is biasing the frequency in the direction that it is out of limits, the trip is inhibited for four sec-

onds since the probable failure is in the other system.

Undervoltage

If any output phase is below 104 volts for four seconds the system is tripped. The bus tie contactor is opened

after two seconds and is locked open if overload current existed at this instant. If there were no overload, the

tie contactor would reclose when the undervoltage cleared or when the faulty system tripped.

Waveform Distortion

If any output phase wave is seriously distorted, the system is tripped in four seconds. The bus tie contactor

sequence described above occurs.

Zero Sequence Voltage

The system trips in four seconds if the zero sequence voltage exceeds 3. 5 volts. The bus tie contactor again

opens in two seconds.

SI The damage limiting protection functions are:

Differential Fault - 400Hz

This function protects the 400Hz feeders from the converter to the line contactor. Faults are sensed by a cur-

rent transformer loop. Trip is immediate if a fault is sensed.

Differential Fault - High Frequency

This function covers the machine and the high frequency transmission lines protection. Current transformers,

in the machine neutrals and in the converter cover this zone. Since the machine is a PMG, the normal procedure

of de-energizing the machine is impossible. Two modes of shutdown in this emergency are provided. The first

method is to open the high frequency line contactors and actuate the machine's mechanical disconnect. If the

fault is in the high frequency feeders on the converter side of the contractors, dhis de-energizes the fault. If
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the fault is in the machine or machine side feeders, this does not clear the fault. Actuation of the disconnect

stops mechanical power flow so the fault current will stop after the Inertial energy of the rotor is dissipated.

Machine damage may be extensive with this method.

The alternate shutdown method is to actuate the disconnect but leave the high frequency contactors closed and

turn on all the converter SCR's. This multiple short on the machine is calculated to stop rotation in about one

second from top speed of 21,000 RPM. Rotational energy Is spread among all the machine windings, the trans-

mission line, all SCR's and all IPT's rather than being concentrated in the actual faulted circuit.

While the concept of deliberately causing a massive fault is at first alarming, this technique looks best in the

long range. Even at top speed the rotational energy, when spread around, can be readily handled. For example,

with the prototype system, the SCR's and their heat sink will be heated by less than 50 C during the braking. The

machine windings have been calculated to rise at 1000 C/second during the shutdoA n so only a slight loss of

insulation life occurs.

Generator Overcurrent

This protection is for failures within the converter and are detected by comparing the total converter input and

output current.' Possible faults here include shorts of power circuits, SCR's, and faults which cdause loss of

control of the SCR's. The first 'reaction to this type fault is to shutdown the converter. If the fault resulted

from a control circuit failure, machine current will stop when the SCR gating stops. If the generator overcur

rent continues after converter shutdown, one of the alternate emergency shutdown methods described 3bnve is

initiated.

S.-- Three other protection circuits are included which do not fall in the two main types.

Underspeed

This is 'a condition for operation rather than an actual protection. The underspeed circuit inhibits operation in

the generate mode at low speed. Hysteresis Is included to avoid cycling if the input speed wanders about the

pickup point.

Differential Load Current

This circuit is protection against failure of the load division circuits when operating In parallel. If the two sys-

tems are delivering unequal current of more than the set level, the bus tie contactor is opened after two seconds.

Auto Parallel

This ts another conditional function which allows initiation of paralleling only when the systems are synchronized

and have approximately equal phase voltages.
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4.1.4 START MODE

In the start mode, the system is the equivalent of a brushless DC machine stiplied from a phase controlled

rectifier. This analogy is shown in Figure 26. The converter provides the current control function by

phasing the SCR's with respect to the incoming 400Hz power. The commutator function of switching current

between the armature windings is provided by gatinf the SCR's as a function of rotor por ition. The PMG

machine's field cannot be directly controlled since it is set by the magnets. The effective field can be varied

however by adjusting the reactive current flow in the armature. Note that in a conventional DC machine or its

brushless analogy there is no DC current or voltage in the armature except at !"indstill.

Field weakening at higher speeds is accomplished by phase advancing commutation with respect to rotor

position.

in the start mode no attempt is made to apply sinusoidal voltages to the machine. This would be possible only

at very low speed where the machine frequency is low compared with the 400Hz supply. The voltages actually

applied to the machine are quasisquare waves which have 1200 constant amplitude positive and negative periods

with 600 zero voltage intervals in between. The neutral of the machine is disconnected from ground during the

start so that the applied voltage is that of a six pulse rectifier rather than three pulse.

It was learned in the testing that best results are obtained if the neutrals of the three phase winding sets are

isolated. A three pole contactor was therefore used for opening the neutral in start mode.

The required functions for the start mod( are position logic which allows gating of SCR's as a function of rotor

position, current control which phases the SCR's with respect to the 400Hz supply, and protection and switching

logic.

4. 1.4. 1 Position Logic

The position logic and SCR's are the equivalent of the commutator of a standard DC machine. The position

logic selects which SCR's to fire allowing current to flow in the stator phase windings. For optimum torque.

current should be 1800 out of phase with the machine generated voltage. This is possible only at low speeds

where commutation is by the supply. At higher speeds the current must be switched earlier as shown in

Figure 27. to allow the machine to do the commutation.

The position logic sets 18-120 machine degree intervals where sets of SCR's can be gated. There is a 1200

interval for each polarity of each phase.

The sensors which actually report rotor position are Hall probes sensing the leakage flux at the end of the rotor.

For ideal tracking of the rotor nine Hall probes are required. Actually only three were used. With only three

probes, positions represented by the other six phases must be derived. One obvious possibility is to consider

the outputs of the Hall probes as a micropower three phase generator and develop the intermediate angles by

phasor addition. For reasonable accuracy, the outputs of all three probes must be equal which requires the

gain of the probes be matched or their excitation be individually adjusted. The method used is a phaselock

loop with a nine stage ring counter to derive the nine phase positions. The loop includes three phase discrim-

inators con,paring the three probe outputs and three of the counter stages.
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Use of the phaselock loop has several advantages. First, of course. is that it derives the intermediate phase

angles. Second, it averages the three probe outputs. Since each electrical degree represents 7 mechanical

decrees in a 14 pole machine, accurate placement of the probes is difficult. Finally it is easy to electrically

shift the phaselock loop to change the angle of SCR switching. Ability to shift phase over a substantial angle is

essential to get optimum torque, commutation, and field weakening.

The major problem with the phaselock loop is that it falls apart At very low speed and certainly at standstill.

The solution was to use direct position sensing at low speed where commutation by the input 400Hz power is

always possible and shift to the phaselock loop at 50-70Hz. This leaves the problem of what to do about the

inbetween phases at low speed. The circuit was designed for two possibilities. The conservative circuit was

the phasor addition method described. The simpler but more risky approach was to switch the SCR's as

though the machine had only three phases in the low speed region. For example the positive conduction period

of PI, "e I and the negative conduction periods of phase 5 and 6 are made to coincide. Phases 2 and 3 positive

are m-.Je to coinclde with 7 negati ve etc. No current is more than 200 away from optimum and since torque is

proportional to the cosine of the angle between generated voltage and applied current, the maximum 200

position error gives cos 200 . 94 relative torque. The position error does no, hinder commutation at low

speeds where commutation is caused by the supply voltage and not by the machine voltage.

This method proved to be satisfactory.

Figures 28 and 29 show the block diagram of the position logic circuitry and the outputs in the two

modes of operation. In the low speed mode, the comparitors directly set the ring stages. At a selected speed.

the direct sets are disabled and the phase lock loop goes into operatiot, A pre-sync loop controls the VCO

frequency during the low speed operation to minimize the transient at mode change.

Up to 200Hz, machine speed commutation by the 400Hz is always possible logic so the position logic is inFhase

with the machine voltage for optimum torque. Beginning at 200Hz machine voltage sometimes does the

commutation and at 400H,- -and above, the machine voltage does all the commutation. The position logic must

advance the SCR gating,to insure commutattor. as shown in Figure 27. This is done by shifting the phase

lock loop with a signal proportional to speed.
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?,ear the end of the start the machine voltage approaches the supply voltage. Current and torque would then

deca). To maintain torque, the machim field must be weakened so high currents continue to flcw into the

machine. This is accomplished by further phase advancing the phase lock loop. This shifts the angle of the

current applied to the machine so that more of the reactive component flows which demagnetizes the machine.

Some torque is lost because the current angle is less optimum. This new shift Is initiated when the normal

current regulator saturates. The amount of shift is controlled to maintain the desired current level.

4. 1. t. 2 Start Current Control

The start current control regulates the level of 400Hz current flowing into thesystem during the start. The

rectified 400Hz phase currents are compared with a DC reference and the SCR's are phase controlled with

respect to either the 400Hz input or rotor position.

At the beginning of the start the control mode is phase control with respect to the 400Hz. The biased cosine

method of phase control described previously in the generate mode is used. The difference is that the firing

and blanking waves are derived from thM 400Hz input rather than from the machine. The start begins with the

SCR's fully phase retarded. The slow regulator i.,en phase advances the SCR's until the curr'nt satisfies the

loop. Since balanced input current is desired, all SCR's are equally phase advanced. The SCR'ti to actually

be fired are determined by the positio)n logic.

As the machine speed increases, the generated voltage increases and the SCR's must be phase advanced to

maintain the input current, At about 6000 RPM. the machine voltage has increased to the point where the SCR.I

are phased full on with respect to the 400Hz input. Input current and torque then drop rapidly unless the

machine voltage can be reduced. As previously noted, the field of a PMG machine must be weakened, indirectly

by increasing the reactive component 4. current. This is done by advancing the roti)r positi(on phase lock loop.

This change of mode takes place automatically. When the current regulator amplifier voltage exceeds the peak

of the firing wave. the 400Hz phase control loop is effectively opened so the regulator nmplifier heads for

saturation. Before it reaches saturation however, the regulator voltage breaks over a zener diode connecting

it with the position logic. This now causes the input current to be regulated by controlling the machine voltage

indirectly via reactive current.

The 400Hz control is de-activated when in the generate mode by tristate logic gates.

4. 1.4. 3 Start Mode Control Logic

Figure 30 shows a iogtc flow chart of the start operation. A momentary start switch sets the start latch

provided the engine switch is on. The generate mode is inhibited and the machine neutral contactor opens.

The 400Hz line contactor is closed and if voltage is sensed the Vtart cycle begins.

A normal start proceeds until start cutout speed of 10, 500 RPM is achieved. The start can be discontinued at

any time by opening the engine switch. In the event of malfunction indicated by an overcurrent the start is

automatically aborted. This overcurrent protection acts if the incoming 400Hz current significantly exceeds

the normal regulated value for more than a few milliseconds.
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When the start is terminated for any reason, the 400Hz line contactor is opened, the neutral contactor closes,

and generate mode logic is enabled.

4.2 STARTERdGENERATOR DESCRIPTION

The starter/generator developed for this contract is an integral package which includes a 150 KVA variable speed

constant frequency permanent magnet generator, with starting capability through the use of the generator wind-
ings, and a self-contained lubricating and cooling oil flow/pump. An outline of the generator package, depicting

general configuration and interface locations is shown in Figure 31.

A general description of the configuration, function of the starter generator-gearbox major compoaents, and the
salient features and characteristics are provided in the following sections so that the merits of the equipment

delivered may be better understood.

4.2.1 ST.ARTER/GENERATOR

The starter-generator is a permanent magnet type machine with a nine phase output winding and a permanent
field provided by rare earth magnets that are contained in an all-metallic rotor.

The starting capability is provided by application of power from the converter to the generator output windings.

The generator therefore operates as a brushless dc motor. Sensors are used to detect angular relationship
between the rotor poles and phase windings, functioning as the commutator, such that power is applied to tle

proper phase to produce torque for engine starting.

The generated voltage and power output to the'corverter is a function of speed. Therefore, the generator was
designed for capability to deliver rated load and meet overload requirements at the 12,000 rpm base speed. At

higher speeds the generator has the capability of delivering power exceeding specification requirements. As an
example, the generator at the top operating speed of 21,000 rpm will deliver 1-3/4 the KVA output at base speed
since the voltage increases proportional to speed.

This starter/generator desiign is considered inherently more reliable than conventional wound rotor type ac gen-

erators since the generator dues not contain rotating windings, eliminates use of rotating rectifiers, has but one

output winding, and is simplified by using substantially fewer parts.

A layout/cross-section view of the generator, with identification of components as referenced and described

herein, is shown in Figure 32.

4.2. 1. 1 Functional Description

T'he function and construction of the starter, generator is presented by description of the major components,

referenced in Figure 32 by component name. as follows

4.2.1.1.1 Rotor

The rotor is a 14-pole ring segment design with seven 1. 0 inch long ring segments. Each sg-gment is constructed
to contain the permanent magnets and the metallic members and to provide the required magnet path and mech-
anical strength. The ring s,-gments are aligned and assembled on the shaft to complete the rotor structure.
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A radal cross-sectional view of the rotor, with component names, is shown in Figure 33 as an aid to under-

stand the material and conltruction which is described by component as follows:

"" 1Saft - The generator shaft material Is "Inconel 75U", a nun-magnetic heat treatable material that
has process capability to provide a yield strength of 125, 000 psi. The shaft Is hollow s) as to mini-
mize weight. Heat treatable shaft extensions of 4140 material where inertia welded for the bearing
journals and spline interfaces.

* Hub - The hub material is 'knconel 750" and is heat treated It provide 125, 000 psi yield strength
properties. The hub provides the base or support for attachment of the spoke ctnfgigured magnetic
members and the permanent magnets.

0 Permanent Magnets - The permanent magnets produced from fine particle rare earth-samarium
cobalt magnet alloy, sintered, magnetic particle aligned, and heat treated to provide an Energy
Product of not less than 20 ý 106 (Bd, remanent induction x Hd, demagnetization forf.-e) measured
at room temperature. The magnets are assembled in the rotor structure in the fully magnetized
condition.

• Magnetic Member (Spoke Configured) ý The spoke configured magnetic member was fabricated from
1010 steel and attached t the hub of Inconel 750 by electron-beam weldments.

SSuhink Rink - The shrink ring is a bi-metallic member consisting of Latrobe's MP35N, a non-
magnetic heat treatable material which is positioned over the permanent magnet in the rutor con-
figuration, and 300 maraging steel, a heat treatable magnetic material which is located over the
magnetic members. These members are assembled alternately and welded by the election beam
process to form the ring.

* Rotor Assembly - The spoke configured magnetic hub assembly is expanded d&ametrically to provide
a slight increase in slot opening. The permanent magnets and wedges are positioned between the
spoke segments (wedges are applied as necessary to achieve a tight fit circumferentlally), and the
hub is released causing side forces to secure the magnets is position.

The oute" diameter of the hub 'magnet assembly is machined to required dimensions and then the
shrink rings, which contain the electron beam welded magnetic and non-magnetic members, are
aligned to provide the proper magnet path and assembled over the finished assembly using a shrink-
fit of sufficient pre-stress to assure centrifugal loads on the ring at maximum speeds are below
the stress produced by the shrink.

The aforementioned hub.'magnetic, ring assemblies are aligned and assembled to the shaft with a
slight shrink fit to complete the rotor body assembly. The rotor tbdy and shaft are keyed to retain
alignment.

FIgur'e 33. Rotor Cross-Sectional Ylew
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4.2. 1. 1.2 Stator Wound

The staor is constructed with a wound laminated magnetic core, an outer aluminum shroud and a frame of high

strength aluminum alloy. See Figure 34. The laminated core Is 7.0 in'hes in length, has 63 slots and con-

Mins a mine-phase, multiple strand, round conductor winding. The stator slot Is overhung to minim'ze the pole

tace losses.

0 Stator Core - The stator core Is constructed with laminations fabricated from 0. 006 inch thick
vanadtum-colbalt-tron, an alloy commonly known as "Vanadium Permendur". See Figure 35
for picture of the lamination. This alloy, when properly processed, permits design for operation
at substantially higher flux densities with lower magnetizing current than conventional magnetic
steel&, thereby permitting a lightweight electromagnetic design. The 0. 006 inch thickness was
selected to minimize eddy current losses at the high operating frequencies.

The lamination* were stacked and aligned, and secured by bonding.

0 Phae Wind - The phase coils are wound with quadruple build polytmlde enameled round copper
conductors. he quadrupletbuild polyimide insulation is applied to enhance phase-to-phase md
pbase-to-core insulation reliability.

The coil turns are wound in strands, or in multiple, to reduce "skin effect" 12R losses. The
strands are transposed in the end turr.s such that top positioned conductor# entering the slot are
transposed to a bottom position with respect to the slot in the end turn region at the opposite end
of the slot. This transposition has the effect of cancelling strand-to-straad voltages generated
in the slot and theretby reducing "deep bar" 12R losses.

* Connection- !"-! Leads - The terminAtions of phase windings are brazedxwith connections of each
phase made to a multiple wrap polyimide film insulated stranded coprez cable.

& Winding (mpregnatica. - The completed stator winding is impregnased with General Electric Novalac
compound, appliet' t-- multiple vacuum-pressure processing. This compound and process assures
maximum slot "wi .t't cuil bond to affect best transfer of heat from the slot into the core, aluminum
shroud and cooling oil in the frame.

* Stator Insulation - The stator slot ground insulation consists of a .005 and .003 inch polyimids
strips. The two slot liners were used to obtain good mechanical and electrical ground insulation.
A . 0P3 inch phase separator was placed between the top and bottom conductors and extend out of
the slnt.

An end tur, seal slee-itg was applied to the end turns to minimize the oil leakare between the stator end turns

and the cure. This was to minimize oil that would get into the air gap and cause additional losses. It was also

installed in such a way as to increaue the end turns cooling.

Figure 34 shows a completed stator wound.

To get a good gros.nd insulation at the slot opening, a .005 polyimide inverte- slot liner was placed over the top

phase. This was done rather than trying to fold the ground slot liner uc.dr the top stick. A top stick was in-

stalled inside the ground slot insulation and under the stator tooth overhang. In the end turns a. 003 thick

polyimide insulation was placed between different phases and was overlapped with the slot phase Insulatlon

at the end of the slot. The slot phase insulation was allowed to extend out past the ground insulation.
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Figure 34. Stator Wound
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Figure 35. Stator Laminationi with O1l Shell and Shroud
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4.2.1.1.3 Bearlngs

The main generator bearings used are deep groove, single row, single width, open type of radial Conrad con-

struction. The bearing balls and rings were vacuum melted AISI U50 tool steel, beat stabilized, and manu-

factored to ABEC-7 precision tolerances.

The drive end bearing outer race is clamped (fixed) against shaft and bearing housing shoulders and the anti-

drive end bearing is assembled to allow axial movement in its housing. The outer race of the anti-drive end

bearing to preloaded by a spring washer to assure reliable performance of both bearings throughout the gen-

erator speed range.

The lubrication and cooling of the bearings is provided by an oil jet

4.2.1.1.4 Seals

Arecision carbon fac.i seal Is located at the outboard end of the drive end bearing. The function of this seal

is to contain the bearing oil in the generator cavity.

The seal is a steel seal ring pressed onto the shaft and forms the rotating member and a stationary spring-

loaded carbon ring which is retained by the bearing housing. The seal ring of AMS 5322 steel rotates against

the stationary carbon member to form the dynamic seal. The face of the seal ring is plated with hard

chromium (AMS 2406) to assure long life and is precision lapped.

4.2 1.1.5 Disconnect

This electromagnetic disconnect described below was developed and tested on another program and was applied

on this program.

A cross sectional view of the disconnect assembly in the engaged position is shown in Figure 36 Nomencla-

ture assigned to the disconnect component parts are used herein to describe operation of the disconnect and are

identified by name and number in Figure 36 . See Figure 37 for disconnect assembly on the generator.

In the engaged position torque is transmitted through the drive shaft and a torque tube that is connected to the

outboard clutch plate. The two clutch plates (outboard and inboard) use curvic gears to transmit the power.

The inboard clutch plate is splined to the rotor shaft.

4. 2. 1. 1. 5. 1 Disconnect Operation -' To disconnect the drive system from the rotor the'two clutch plates are

required to separate in the axial direction so that the curvic gears on the plates disenage. The following events

are required to achieve a disconnect.

1. Power is applied to the magnet coil assembly. The magnet iron and coil are of ring configuration
that encircle the shaft such that the flux travels around the coil and in an axial and radial direction
as shown in Figure 4.2- 0.

2. The magnetic force pulls the armature.inboard towards the magnetic coil. Normally, the armature
is held outboard by a spring.
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Figure 37. DISCOnknect Assembled
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3. The motion of the armature inboard pulls the armature away from the outer surface of the sear.
The sear is comprised of three segments in the radial plane which are equally spaced in the circum-
ferential direction. A thin leaf spring portion of the sear is attached to the sear support at the
inboard end of the spring. The leaf spring is pre-stressed so as to force the sear inward radially.

4. The sears move outward in a radial direction. The axial force of the springs located between the
clutch plates together with shape of the curvic gear teeth produce an axial force on the sear. This
axial force causes the sear to flex outward. The contact angles between the sear and the clutch
plate and the sear and sear support is such that the axial force produces a radial force on the sear.
This radial force also exists when the sear tI released and slides on the clutch and sear support.
The contact angles are such that the parts are not self-locking because of the coefficient of friction
on the sliding surfaces in the disconnecting mode.

5. The clutch plates separate in the axial direction and disconnect In. the rotor from the drive, shaft.

The axial force described above also causes the clutch plate to slide on a splined shaft. Springs also hold the

two clutch plates apart after disconnect. The bearings allow the drive shaft and the outboard clutch plate to

rotate while the inboard clutch plate, rotor shaft and other disconnect parts remain stationary.

4. 2. 1. 1. 5. 2 Re-engagement of Disconnect - To re-engage the disconnect, the inboard c!utch plate is moved

outboard against the springs located between the two clutch plates. The mechanismn for moving the inboard

clutch plate is detailed as follows.

When the inboard clutch plate is moved to the outioard position, the sear flexes inward between the sear support

and the inboard clutch plate. The leaL spring portion of the sear produces the inward force. After the sear

flexes inward, the armature spring forces the armature over the sear and locks the sear in place so that the

two clutch plates cannot sepa.'ate.,

4. 2. 1. 1, 5. 3 Reset Operation - The reset operation of the disconnect is described with aid of Figures 38

and 39 as follows.

To reset the clutch plate, the rack is pulled outward. This action causes the support to rotate. The slide and

idler members move bY spring action causing the gear idler member to engage the teeth on the tio clutch

plates and align them with each other. This alignment event occurs during a portion of the travel of the rack

and support. When the teeth on the outer diameter of the clutch plates are in line, the clutch plates -,arvic

gears can be engaged. As the rack is pulled further, the cam bearing moves axially on a cam surface and

forces the clutch bearing to move the clutch plate outboard. (See Figure 40.) With this motion the dis-

connect mechanism reconnects as previously described. There are six bearings on the support uscd to apply

a uniform force between' the cam surface and the edtch plate. The rack is pushed inward, which disengages

the bearing and the idler', and is held in position by a "Faspin." (See Figure 38.)

4.2. 1. 1. 6 Power Termination

The power leads are terminated on two terminal blocks which have six studs per block. This provides connec-

tions for the 9 phases and 3 neutral leads. Each neutral lead contains the returm, for three phases that are 120

electrical degrees apart. This was done to cancel out the high frequency loss associated with passage of an AC

signal thru a metallic wall. See Figure 41.
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Figure 40. Disconnect Reset Rack and Disconnect
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4. 2. 1. 1. 7 Stator Cooling

The shel, See Figure 35. has clrcumferential groove cut into it which serves a rectangular oil passages when

-the shroud is instalLed over tOie shell. There is a radial bole through the shroud that when assembled with the

shell lines up with axial manifold to shell. Oil flows through the bole in the shroud, through the axial manitold

to the circumferential oil passages to a second axial manifold at the bottom of the shell not shown in the figure.

This manifold is loter. axially, than the top manifold and cornects to circumferential grooves at each end of the

shell, Oil tS then passed through the holes in the shell onto the end turns causing an oil spray cooling 4, the end

turns

4.2.1.1.8 Pump

The oil circulating pump is a positive displacement pump sized to supply the required oil flow at minimum gen-

eratur speed. At high speed, the pump ouqtut will be somewhat higher than required. The pun,' driven by a

reduction gear that meshes ith a spur gear on the anti-drtive end of the rutor shaft. iee Fiarur, ,.. Figure 43

shcws the oil pump assembled As removed from the generator

4.2.1. 1.9 Pressure Relief Wave

A pressure relief valve is used in the oil system it limit the pressure to the generator and external oil system,

See Figture 43 for location When there is -in excess preissure. caused by an increase in the pump flow the

valve will open and maintain the pump and uil system pressure.

The, valve is made of aluminum with a "Teilon" O-rmnK and is adjusted t) the desire'd pressure setting prior t,

being installed in the pump nouskng .upprt.

4.2. 1. 1.10 Sight Glass

A sight glass located on the anti-drive end of the generator as shwn in Figure 44 is used to determint the

oil level. The oil level must he determined during operation due to the external til loop.

4.2. 1. 1. 11 Temperature Sensor

Four copper constantan thermocouples are located in stator slot opening approximately 900 apart and in middle

of the stator stack length. See Vigure 45.

4.2.1.1.12 Current Unbalance

A multi-turn, sIngle coil current transforner is positioned around each phase neutral lead and is located within

the generator. See Figure 46. The input lead of each transformer is connected to the control connector

and the output leads are connected at a common bus inside the generator with one lead returned to the control

connector.

These current transformers provide a signal to the converter with Indication of phase current unbalance and

therefore he!p monitor phase unbalance due to loads or faults.
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F~igure~ 42. Geferatur Oil Pump and Api~mbly Comptxnent
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FIgure 43. Generato~r Oil Pump Assembly
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Fiure'r 45 Gentwrmor The rrnAl St'nft&or 1AW)ttVT1
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ficure 46. C'-cnrraktir Current Transformer LA,ration
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4.2.1.1.13 Ipeed Sensor

Three Hall effect elements will be used to provide rotor position and rotor speed sensing. See Figure 47.

The Hall effect element provides an output signal as a function of magnetic flux. The HalI effect elements are

located on the anti-drive-end shield, are separated 120 electrical degrees, and are positioned so as to detect the

pole leakage flux of the permanent magnet generator. Adjustment screw@ in the Hall support permits precise

sensor adjustment axially and ctrcumferentlally. See Figure 44 for location on generatcr.

A small sensor core of laminated silicon iron laminations is utilized to Increase the magnetic flux through the

Hall element. The leads of the Hall effect device are covered by a shield to eliminate noise signals that might

be generated it this signal device. The shielding is terminLted adjacent to the control connector and the Hall

generator leads are terminated in the control connector.

4.2.1.1.14 Frame and Support Hardware

After L failure that damaged the original cast magnesium frame, it was necessary that the frame be replaced.

This replacement frame and the other structure parts were machined from 1010 aluminum. Consideration In

the design of these parts where in machining time to provide a fast replacement. Weight was not a prime

consideration.

Figure 48 shows these parts.

4.2.1.2 Generator Design

The details that were used to establish the rotor design and fabrication techniques as well as the stator design are

covered in the 150 KVA SAMARIUM COBALT VSCF STA. TER/GENERATOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM Phase I

Technical Report, AFAPL-TR-76-8. The following paragraphs address themselves to areas where further

investigation or design analysis were made to study problems that were encountered in the assembly and testing

of the generator.

0 Throughout the 100 hour rotor endurance test and the initial no-load generator testing, high vibra-
tion and loss of rotor balance were continually observed. The rotor natural frequency was calcu-
lated and tests were performed to determit, optimum bearing preload.

0 Losses at no-load measured by oil heat rejection were higher than calculated and the rotor surface
showed signs of higher than anticipate temperatures due to noticeable discolorativn. The losses
were calculated and, where possible, were verified by test from which a thermal analysis was made
on the stat(,r.
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Figure 47. Generator Rall Probe Assembly
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Figure 48. Generator Frame and Support Hardware
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I.2.1.2.1 Uaift Critcal

S2. 1. 2. 1. ft dt Critical Speed Calculation - A computer program for shaft critical Ppeed applicable to a two

bearing machine with or without overhung loads at either end, which for analysis permits the Shaft to -be sepa-

rated into a convenient number of sections was used. This computer program takes into account the magntude

and location of the applied load, the type of support bearing used and the transverse flexibUilty at the bearing

supports. This program also takes' into account variations in the inside and outside shaft diameter, as well as

tapered sections.

The above described program was used to calculate the shaft critical speed of the rotor. The first critical

speed was calculated to be 25, 360 rpm which agrees with the value calculated during the Phase 1 100 hour

rotor endurance testing.

This computer program calculates the critical speeds but does not provide information as to the threshold of

where the frequency response curve, starts to break away. A common design approximation, to assure a safe

operating margin from this threshold point, is to design the shaft critical to be at least 25'% higher than the

top operating speed.

It is evident UL Is margin was not provided in this shaft design and part of the vibration problem being

experienced can be attributed to the shaft critical being too close to the top operating ,)eed range.

4.2.1.2.1.2 Rotor Natural Frequency Tests - The shaft critical speed is affected signitic.--tly by the bearing

stifine"s which can be varied to some degree by the bearing preload., it was concluded that tests must be run

oan the rotor assembly to determine how much the rotor natural frequency could be increased by increasing the

bearing preload.

The tests that were conducted measure the natural frequency of the rotor by recording the response of the

rotor when excited by hitting it. This test was performed using the spin test fiture from the 100 hour rotor

endurance test. T-wo, one and three-quarter inch holes where drilled into the frame to provide access to the

rotor as it would be mounted in a wound stator. Directly in line with these holes, two aluminum blocks were
banded to the rotor surface. Oneblock served as a means to mount an Endevco 22210 Piezo-electrlc acceler-

ometer while the other one served as a striking plate. The output of the accelerometer was fed thru a I kHz

low pass filter to an oscillate scope. The scope was set to trigger when the rotor was excited (strike the plate

on the rotor surface with an aluminum drift held firmly in place and tap lightly with a 4 ounce hammer). The

scope display was recorded on a photograph frorr which the time duration of one pulse could be determined and

the natural frequency could be calculated.

The above test was conducted lor the foUowing bearing preload conditions:

Number Approximate Bear- Natural Frequency
Wavy Washers ing Preload (lbs) (RPM)

0 0 21,397

1 64 23, 077

2 128 31,734

3 192 32,142
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Different modes of eacitation, such as frame hits in various areas, and higher cut of frequencies on the filter,

10 k!la and 15 kHz, where tried without changing the resultant natural frequency significantly.

A similar test as described above was done with the rotor bearing journals being supported on sharp edges

instead of on bearings in a "vame. The result of this test showed the rotor structure, by itself, to have a natural
frequency of 120,000 rpm. This value is very close to the value obtained by a balance vendor who had reviewed

this type of rotor structure for possible application of high speed balance techniques.

The above tests indicate the major limiting area to increasing the shaft critical speed to be in the bearing.

Increasing bearing pre-load is advantage up to two wavy washers. The use of a third wavy washer does not

indicate sufficient increase in shaft critical to justify lowering the bearing life. Therefore the optimum bear-

ing preload was set at two wavy washers.

4.2.1.2.2 Motor Balance

4.2. 1. 2.2. 1 High Speed Balance - A noted balance vendor, who had developed a high speed balance machine,

was called upon to review the rotor design and construction and comment on the feasibility and requirements

to accomplish a high speed balance on the rotor. Based on his measurement of the rotor structure natural

frequency being above 100, 000 rpm, it was responded that a high speed, three plane balances was not neces-

sary because it was a rigid structure. It was suggested that a two plane high speed at elevated temperature

would be beneficial but would be of no use unless the balance was repeatable. The experience with balance on

this rotor was that when it was balanced it would follow a similar vibration vs speed curve up io a speed

between 16, 000 to 18, 000 where a shift would occur and the vibration would be significantly higher. Indications
where that increased temperature ambients lowered the speed level at which the balanced shift occurred.

Various attempts were made to improve the balance by lowering the acceptable balance limits and performing

the balance with the rotor at various temperatures up to 1000 C without conclusive improvement in balance.

It was theorized that parts inside the rotor were st dng. the magnets'were disintegrating, or the balance

was being shifted due to operating the assembled otor near shaft critical causing this balance shift.

4. 2. 1. 2. 2. 2 Rotor Disc Pr-,:load - After the second generator failure occurred, the balance problem went from

a level where it could be tolerated, 3 g's rms on outboard two of generator at 18,000 rpm, to being totally

unacceptable, 7g's rms on the outboard end of the generator at 16, 000 rpm after a brief warmed up period.

While making a visual examination of the rotor, It was noticed that there were gaps between three discs where

it had noticed before and'document in the phase I report that there was one (page 133, paragraph 6. 4.2).' These

three gaps were measured to be approximately .003 inches with feeler gauges. It is to be noted that the rotor

diameter was measured in seven places and the stack length was measured In seven places as part of the 100

hour endurance test and in the same locations after both failures and a only a slight change in overall length

was noted which did not appear to be Significant.
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f was decided that the shaft out, that serves as a shoulder to hold the discs onto the shaft, should be checked

for tightness. Due to not having a suitable means to hold the rotor and apply a known torque to the nut, an

impact wrench was used on the nut with the rotor sitting in t V-block with a rubber mat wrapped around it.

The mnt could be engpged further and It was noticed that the gaps between the discs strtsd to close. Upon

losing one gsp completely sad most of a second g and noting that the shaft nut had begun to dish sligntii

(threaded I.D. of nut face in farther than O.D.), It was decided that the rotor should be assembled in the

spin test fxtatre so the centrifugal force of rotating the disks at speed without rotor beating due wo pole face

losses, should aid in releaving and further relation of the discs axially to their seated position. During this

rotor spin, vibration levels were obtained that were approximately one half the values shown in Figure B-1

pap 144 of the Phase I report. After running at 22t 000 rpm, a shift in vibration was noticed. The vibration

increased to 4.5 X's rms at 21.000 rpm where the Phade I test had been 7 to 9 g's. The rotor was removed

from the spin test fixture and only one gap existed part-way around (600) the diameter where it had been ai.nost

all the way around the rotor diameter before the spin.

The shaft nut was tightened further and was mechanically staked after the rotor was spun in the stator/frame,

confirming that the vibration shift was solved. This tightening of the nut has resulted in a decrease of spproxi-

mately .0065 inches in the rotor stack length from the lNiovember 21, 1977 measurement.

It is conluded that the cause of the shift in balance continually experienced was due to the nut tightening and

staking method used when the rotor was originally assembled. This Is partially correct but it is felt that the

main cause was that when the disc was assembled, the shaft and discs were not in a stabilized or normalized

condition. The shaft was cooled in liquid nitr•gen to shrinik it and enab)le assembly of the discs.

Mhat is recommended is that the rotor assemtbly be thermal cycled between the maximum and minimum tem-

perature extreme at least two times and subjected tr. rapid acceleration in speed prior to the shaft nut

being staked permanently. All of the above beingaccomplished with a shaft nut providing an axial pre-load on

the shaft.
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4.2. 1. 2. 3 Generator Losses

The generator when It was assembled and checked for proper operation at no-load for the first time, was

found to have high hebat rejection. This was measured by the o1. temperature rise across the generator,

which was considerably higher than had been c•Iculated.' Shown below is the comparison of no-load watts,

calculated and measured.

Speed Calculated Measured
RPM Losses Losses

12000 3800 5000

16000 6500 8500

21000 9700 --

A study of the loss breakdown was initiated to determin, whether the results obtained were correct or in what

area were the losses not calculated properly. A majc:r concern was the loss attributed to a solid pole face.

The areas of study were broken down as follows:

e Electrical Losves

Pole Face

. Core Loss

9 Mechanical Losses

Friction

- Windage

4.2. 1. 2. 3. 1 Mechanical Loss-s - The mechanical friction type losses associated with the seal bearings, and

oil pump are relatively low with respect to the other losses and are typically neglected.

Fo•r purposes on loss breakdoxn. the oil temperature rise measurements at no-load were made with the gener-

ator oil pump and withoxit the generator oil pump to verify that the oil pump loss was insignificant The results of

this test showed there was no noticeable difference in the oil temperature rise through the machine. Thus the

oil pump was not contributing to high losses.

4.2. 1. 2. 3.2 Windage Losses - The windage loss associated with the permanent magnet rotor was calculated

b.sed on a smooth cylinder with straight ends. The air gap along with end gaps on the rotor were used to per-

tcrm this calculaticn. The data listed below is the result o)f this calculation for a spwecific density and viscosity

condition of air.

Speed Windage
In RPM Loss in Watts

12000 105

16300 253

21000 500
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The above windage results, when compared to a wound generator, are many order of magnitudes less. The

windage loss associated with a solid rotor is expected to be less, due to the lack of salient features. But how

much less was not known due to the lack of experience with a similar size and shaped object rotating at these

tip velocities

It was cuncluded that the windage loss must be measured on the generator. Th.s presented a problem in that the

rotor mainetics could not be turned (0 to remove the pole face' loss and the stator core hlss.

A spin fixture, that was used to develop the disconnect on another program. had a dummy rotor of similar size.

t6 " diameter and stack) as the saarirum cnh.14 rotor The frame of this spin fixture was modified by adding

a solid steel yoke with a 250 finish em the inside diameter so the stator lamination surface affect and the

airgap Af the actual machine could be simulated. The stack length A the, r,,U),r was increased to ",.0". This

spin fixture had ,ki mist lubirtrated iwaring whi-h #-nairled thir fixture, t, csl,•e resemble th, actual generator.

This fixture. AS nliifte,•f,, .amul.a4t* the artual n.i-hinr. &A*,atriv,,n at the g:re,• p-ne-rator operating speods

and the t)rque (frictitn and windage lsa9ssl wasR measured by trque, head m,,unted between the Spin fixture and

the drive standý The resuits >,f this test art- %h,,,n Ne, lw,

Speed In W indagi,
R PM Lat• in Watts

12,000 1400

It • N)O Ii800

21.000, 2300

This data %eritie'd that tht- windAge 1,has was cnsideratly hi•her than had tieen calculated. The error in the cal-

culation is felt to 1e due t, r, t tAkin. into cnm-nderati n the- statur sl(,t ,penling and stater bore surface roughness

as well as the viscosity chanev t,. the atmnsphe-re inside. the ma,'hine' t inegan oli mitst rather than air alone.

4.2. 1. 2. 3.2 Electrical -Lsses - The electrical l•ssese, for thi, pertnanvent niagntet type generator are separated

Ment three maj,,r catugx,ries. These classifications art- (1) laminated stabtr core losses c-aused by hystersis and

eddy currents, (2) pole face- losses resulting from the' heating effects of the high frequency flux wave at the air-

gap surfaces of the shrink ring magnetic members, and (3) the' 1 2 R losses generated by the resistance f the

copper t, current flh.

4.2. 1. 2. 3.2. 1 Core Losses - 'The core loss is calculated from the core weight which is comprised of the stator

yoke and teeth. The core loss in watts per pound is based on (1) the operating level of induction in the tooth and

core sections, (2) the frequency of the generated voltage wave, (3) the material thickness, and (4) the type of

annealing process.
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Weight ---.. Cure. "oss Watts Per Pound
Coe Cr12, 000 rpm 1400 Hz 16, 000 rpm 1860 Hz 21, 000 rpm 2450 Hz

Seton lbs. Nu- Load T Full-Lod No-Lojad Ful-Load ± No-La Full-Load'

Yoe12. 1629 1378 __ 2506 2005 013258

Tooth 5.9 96767 1480 1315 2192 1863

It is to be noted that the Phase I Report page 34 data was calculated on the basis of .010 inch thick laminations

where .006 inch thick laminations were used it, the stator that was built.' The .006 Inch laminations were used

in order to keep) the core losses as low as possible and still maintain a high flux density in the stator core

4.2. 1. 2. 3. 2. 2 Pole Face Losses - Po, le face losses are, composed of eddy current and hystersis typie losses.

The magnetic flux density at the pole face opposite a touth is greater than that opposite a slot and as the rotor

rotates the pole face is subjected to a pulsating flux density causing eddy currents to circulate in the pole face

causingz loss#es on the pole faice surf.ioe Thi, hvstserusis Ii 55,5 in ovc rshadowoid 1lý% the vddv. current losses due to the

high tooth frequency and are therefore neglected The follo~wing discussion o;). pole face losses therefore relate

to eddY cirrent type losses only%

The pole face losses was calculated as follows:

P K - ' u

where

P Aatts per square inch of pole lace surface

K2 harmonic amplitude series; function of slot opening to air gap

average air gal) flux density

v peripheral %elocity of rotor

A tooth pitch

0 permeability of pole face

P resistivity of pole face
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The calculated values of pole face losses for no-load and 150 KVA system operation are as shown in the follow-

tng table below:

Pole Face Losses-Watts
Generator Speed No-Load 150 KVA System

12,000 rpm 487 394

16, 000 rpm 750 808

21,000 rpm 1128 914

4.2. 1.2. 3.2. 3 12 R Losses - The stator winding total 12 R losses for a converter output of 150' KVA is 4200 watts.

4.2.1.3 Generator Thermal Analysis

4.2. 1. 3. 1 Thermal Analysis Description

A steady state thermal analysis, based on the thermal equivalent of Kirchoff's Current Law, is applied to a one

inch long (axial) section of the center of the generator. Because of symmetry, only one half of a stator slot

pitch width section (circumferentially) is required to perform this analysis. This axial section is analyzed by

preparation of a network consisting of the thermal resistances that are connected at applicable thermal junctions

(nodes). The nodes are temperature interest points with respect tW the analysis. Factors considered in estab-

lishing the thermal resistances used in this network include conductivity of the materials and the type of fit of

assemblies and parts. The thermal network is shown if Figure 49.

In this analysis, the losses are assumed to be concentrated at the nodes and the heat flow between the nodes to

be radial and uni-directional. A pessimistic prediction of temperatures and the temperature distribution is

expected from these assumptions are considered valid since heat flow to the cwltng oil is short, direct and fol;

lows an excellent conduction path due to if rotor structure and materials used.

4.2. 1. 3.2 Thermal Analysis Results ane Component Temperatures

The described analysis was conducted for no-load on the generator, and at 150 KVA loads on the system. The

generator speeds used in this analysis were 12, 00( RPM base speed, 16,000 RPM nominal speed, and 21,000

RPM maximum operating speed. The results of this analysis, shown with the generator losses in Table I.

show the predicted above-oil generator part temperatures.

4. 2. 1. 3. 3 Thermal Analysis Conclusions

Samples of the 300 maraging steel, shrink ring material, had been subjected to various temperatures wit% and

without oil in an attempt to determine the surface temperature the rotor had experienced upon first noticing

the surface aiscoloration on the magnetic portion of the shrink ring. These samples indicated a surface tem-

perature between 230
0

C to 250
0

C had been experienced. The generator prior to being disassemtoled had been

run up to a speed of 16, 000 RPM and with oil temperature into the 'generator up to 900C.
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TABLE I
PREDICTED TEMPERATURES - GENERATOR THERMAL ANALYSIS

Predicted Temperature Rise Above Cooling OilThermalM
Circuit Generator 12,000 RPM 16, 000 RPM 21,000RPM

Node Location No-Load 150 KVA No-Load 150 KVA No-Load 150 EVA

1 2 Core 18 27 26 34 38 45
4 Core 27 43 39 54 s8 s

STooth 37 59 53 74 . 77 94
Slot 361 111 75 14

7 Tooth 42 , 59 82

Fi___ 102 105 _

47 137o 66 154 95 179
ArGp93 122 127 154 17819

ILocation i Sttr Core Tooth: 986 767 1480 1315 2192 1863
SStre CreYoe 629 1378 56 21005 4010 3258

Windag e 1400 1400 1764 1764 2300. 2300
Winding 12R . . -0- 4200 -0- 4200 -0- 4200

4502 6139 L 6500 9982 9630 t 12,535

"See text below.

It is interesting to note that the thermal analysis predicts a rotor surface temperature rise of 141 0 C above
cooling oil for 16.000 RPM at no load as indicated in Table 1. This would be 231 0 C for 90 0

C cooling oil

which.correspondq with the test conditions where surface discoloration indicated a temperature of 2300C to

250 C.

After the first machine failure, the stator was equipped with thermocouples in the generator air gap region at

the approximate center of the stack. Upon starting of the no-load generator testing with the new stator. it was

again subjected to 16. 000 RPM and 90 C cooling oil into the generator. The generator was disassembled after

this to examine the discoloration on the rotor surface which would indicate the maximum temperature experi-

0 0enced on the rotor surface. Again the surface discoloraied to indicate a temperature between 230 C-250°C.

This correlated very well with the air gap thermocouples in accordance with the thermal analysis, using the

lower stator tooth thermal node 07. Figure 49.

The temperature differential from the slot t6 the rotor surface at no-load was calculated to be +75 0 C at 16,000

RPM. The recorded slot temperature with 90 C oil in at 16.000 RPM was 1520
C so the predicted rotor sur-

face temperature would be 227 C (152 C measured slot temp 475°C predicted differential).

Based on the correlation between the thermal analysis, shown in Table 1. and the thermal couple measure-

ment. it is concluded that the thermal analysis results can be used to predict with reasonable accuracy the

rotor surface temperature which appears to be a critical area as shown in Figure 50. To prevent the

possibility of irreversible demagnetization losses in the rotor magnets, operation limits were imposed on the

generator. With 60oC cooling oil and rated 150 KVA system load the maximum generator speed is 18,000

RPM. Operation above rated load was limitee to short duration runs at a maximum of 15. 000 RPM
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Figure 50. Rotor Temperature Rise vs Speed

The reason for the thermal problem is in large part due to the pole face losses.

The pole face losses are minimal with a closed stator slot and large air gap but the commutating reactance is

high. This combined configuration is not practical, however, since flux is required in the air gap to generate

output and an open slot readily permits insertion of coils. The pole face losses can be reduced by laminating
the magnetic members of the shrink ring composite at the rotor surface or by laminating the shrink ring com-
posite and applying a high resistance coating between the laminations. However, laminated configurations are

not practical for high speed rotors because they have inadequate strength.

The slot opening to air-gap for this permanent-magnet generator design was optimized to achieve minimum
commutating reactance and pole face losses. At 16,000 RPM the pole face loss was calculated to be 700 watts

and was verified on a loss breakdown type test. Although this loss might normally be considered Insignificant,
when compared to a total generator output of 210 KVA at full load, the heating Is sigrdflcant because these losses

cannot be removed from the rotor except by means of a thermal path across the air gap and through the stator
to the cooling oil. Therefore, rotor temperatures must inherently be higher than the stator slot temperature.
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4.3 CYCLOCONVERTER

4.3.1 CYCLOCONVKRTER PHYSCAL DESCMPTION

The cycloconverter 3S2060DI39AI is housed in an aluminum alloy enclosure occupying approximately 5. 5

cubic ft. nominal dimensions 12. 5" high x 18. 5- wide by 41. 3" long and weighing approximately 211 lbs (dry

weight). Figure 51 provides installation dimensinns. All interface connections are made from a single

face of the enclosure as indicated. Removal of side covers provides access to the four . 53 dia mounting holes.

Provisions for handling the cycloconverter are included with recessed handles on the two long sides of the

enclosure.

Figures 52 thru 62 are photographs of the cycloconverter. Figures 52 and 53 are outside views

w.s covers on. Vter these photos were taken, it was found necessary to add two small blowers to sufficiently

cool the interphase transormers (IPT's TI-T18). Figure 53 illustrates this modification (a similar fan

and vent are included on the opposite side).

Figure 55. with top and left side covers removed show the location of the IPT's and SCR firing circuits and

the despiker resistor bank (R40-48, 734152). Figure 56 illustrates the similar arrangement of the IPT's and

SCR firing circuits on the opposite side. Also note locaticn of plug in logic buards.

Figure 57 is a bottom view with the cover removed showing a portion of the output filter capacitors, sub-

assembly AS, and CTI2.

Figure 58. top view. shows, location of contactor KI. subassembly A7. and illustrates the wiring to the

input power connectors, and shows details of the swivel fittings and oil coolant hose connertions to the despiker

resistor bank.

Figure 59 illustrates access to the SCR bank (QI-Q54) by raising the despiker resistor plate. Figure

60 is a close up view of the SCR bank and shows the location of the despiker capacitors fCI-C9).

Figure 61 shows the power supply extended for servicing.

Figure 62 illustrates a typical plug-in double sided printed wiring logic board. There are, in the design.

23 printed wiring boards (13 types) of which 14 are plug-in type for ease of maintenance.

4.13.2 CYCLOCONVERTER DESIGN DETAILS

All power conne . nns between the cycloconverter and the generator are made through Interconnection cables

terminating at connectors Jl through J6 (see Figure 51). Connector J7 provides for necessary control

connections between the generator and the converter, while provisions are made at connectors J8 and ,19 for

system control and test readouts. Output power connections are made at the MS27212-5-4 terminal board.

Provisions for connecting the oil coolant supply are aiso included on the end of the cycloconverter enclosure.
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Figure 52. Outside View -Cycloconverter Covers In Place
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Figure 53. Bottom View-Cycloconverter Cover in Place
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Figure 54. Cycloconverter Showing Blower Modification
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Figure 55. Left Side -CyrcIoconverter Covers Removed
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Figore 56. Right Side-Cycloconver~er Covers Removed
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View yocoe
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Figure 61. End Vie~w-Cycloconverter
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Figure 62. Typical Plug-lbk Logic Board -Cycloconverter
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Particular attention has been paid throughout the design to observe good engineering design practices.

Accessibility for test and parts replacement was a consideration during all phases of the design development.

Thermal considerations were of primary interest. Because of the large amount of heat to be dissipated by

the cycloconverter (7 KW at rated output load) the use of forced air cooling posed several problems:

a) Heating of tCe space utilized for test and/or demonstration of the system.

b) Ventilation of the test area as a result of a) above

c) Fan noise

d) The effect of air ducting requirements on the volume of the enclosure.

Agreement was reached toprovide a li'uid cooled design and thermal studies conducted indicated preferance

for a closed loop oil cooled (Mii-L-23699 Engine Lube Oil) design with an external oil-to-water heat exchanger.

Many coolant flow and component part layout configuratiok.s were considpred. The final design was based on

necessary compromises involving evaluation of:

e cooling efficiency

* component dissipation levels and temperature ratings

0 component accessibility

* requirements for electrical layout and wire routing

* cooling layout simplicity

0 finished appearance

* volume objectives

Optimum thermal efficiency in applying the power SCR's was a pritne consideration in the design. The method

utilized mounts the SCR's to a "cold'" plate by means of a spring iaded clamping arrangement. The SCR

(see 153C6836GI Figure 63) is insulated electrically from the chassis with a Beryllium Oxide disc coated

with thermal grease to reduce interface thermal resist:,nce. This method provides a large area of contact

with the cooling surface and good contact pressure for low thermal .-rsistance, while at the same time permit-

ting component replacement without requiring access to the back of tCe cold plate (such as is required when

using conventional stud mounted devices). Simplification of cold plate design is also achieved.

The use of a basically conventiona! SCR with the stud removed creates A problem in making an electrical con-

nection to the anode (particularly since electrical isolation from thf chassis heat sink is required). Since the

existing hexagonal shaped sides of the SCR are steel, no efficient power connection is possible at that interface.
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The problem was resolved by modifying the SCR with the addition of a plated copper disc with a tab (for elec-

trical connection) between the anode face and the BEO insulating disc. To keep interface thermal losses to a

minimum and to provide mechanical positioning for the electrical connection, the copper disc was soldered to

the anode face of the SCR as indicated in Figure 63. A low melting temperature solder (293 0 F) was used

in the process developed for making this modification. Preheating the SCR and the tab in a holding fixture,

and the use of a temperature controlled soldering' iron for applying solder to the SCR prior to assembly was

required to achieve an essentlally void free interface. Figure 64 is a crois section of the SCR assembly.

The process described above for modifying the SCR, while satisfactory for developmental work, requires

considerable hand labor. Addition of a provision for suitable electrical connection by the SCR manufacturer

wou;d be desirable for production runs.

Predicted thermal losses in the IPT's (interphasf transformers) also required special consideration in

design. Each IPT is encapsulated in an individual aluminum alloy casting which in turn is bolted to a "cold"

plate. Early tests revealed excessive losses and it was found necessary to provide numerous small slots in

the bottom of the casting to reduce eddy current losses brought about from leakage flux. As previously

mentioned in this discussion, final test evaluation indicated the IPT temperatures were still excesslve with

the oil cooling means provided and two small blowers were added as shown in Figure 54.

4.3.3 CYCLOCONVERTER THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS

The cooling design of the cycloconverter was based on the predicted losses shown in Table 2- A maximum

input oil temperature of 70 0 C and a fivt gallon per minute flow rate was assumed in making thermal predictions.

Because of the operating temperature limitations of the power SCR's, the oil was used first to cool these

devices so they would "see" the lowest coolant temperature. As noted in Table I the interphase transform-

ers and despiker resistors were the other primary power dissipation contributors, and thus required oil cooling,

Natural convection and conduction cooling was used to dissipate the losses genr,'ated in the remaining circuit

elements.

The oil coolant path developed as a result of thermal analysis and considering other aspects of the design as

discussed in Section 4. 3. 2 is shown in Figure 65. Prediction of expected pressure drops throughout the

piping system were used to determine piping and fitting sizes to stay within reasonable design limits for pres-

sure build-up at the flow rate desired (5 gallons per minute). These predic:ions were used to determine the

pressure test required on the cycloconverter coolant system prior to assembly. A pressure drop of approxi-

mately 40 psi at 5 gallons per minute was predicted for the complete system.

The main chassis was fabricated by a combination of welding and dip brazing. The coolant system components

were welded first. All access holes to the coolan. system were then plugged and the complete assemblage dip

brazed. The first dip brazing operation was partially unsuccessful in the area of bonding the SC1 cooling tubes

to the heat sink. A second dip improved the bonding' in this area but created two problems:

1. Leaks in the cooling system (tubes cracked).

2. Distortion of the chassis, requiring extensive repair work.
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CATHODE

SCR GATE

CLAMP PLATE

SPACER SPRING

INSULAI ING TUBE

VIEW A A
SCALE: 1/1 ANODE TAB

BEO WASHER TYP 54 PLACES

Figure 64. Cross Section of SCR Assembly Method
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TABLE 2

PREDICTED LOSSES (WATTS)

Full No 5 Min. 5 Sec.
Load Load Overload Fault

54 SCR's 2500 800 42.0 175/200 Watts per SCR*

18 Interphase Tranal.
Iron 180 250 120
Copper 1260 113 2835
Induction 400 100 600

90 Despiker Resistors 2000 4500 1700,

15 Filter Capacitors 125 125 125

v Despiker Capacitors 50 90 70

Wir.ng 250 50, 560

Pulse Transf. Network 35 35 35

Power Supply 40 40 40

Prin',.d Wiring Bds. 25 25 25

Misc. Control 50 20 100

Total 6915 5348 104860

*Up to 2/3 of SCR's affe:ted.

Efforts to repair'the leaks in the cooking system by welding were only partially successful; complete sealing

was achieved by applying a vacuum to the piping system and brushing on a permafil sealant in the trouble

areas. To improve the thermal resistance between the SCR coolant piping and the "cold" plate, this area

was encapsulated with a high thermal conductivity epoxy. Figures 66 and 67 show details of the piping

and the encapsulated area.

Based on the experience gained in designing and constructing the main chassis, several improvements in

design and procedures should be considered in the future.

a) Tubing should be annealed after forming and should be purchased In a T4 temper.

b) In welding tubing lo heavy sections (such as a manifold) the heavy section thould be machined so
to provide a section of approximately the same thickness as the tubing to equalize heating at the
weld and to provide for stress relief.

c) Repair of bad brazed joints by welding Is difficult becauso of the alloys formed as a result of the
dip brazing process. A brazing alloy and torch would be better.

d) Consideration should be given to using smaller dip brazed assemb!tes then join by torch brazing
or with mechanical joints.

e) Holes in aluminum tubing might be brought about as a result of non-metallic inclusions. Minimize
by using refrigerator grade extruded stock.

f) In welding tubes a preformed ring of iiller wire might be helpful.

g) Investigate use of "D" shape tubing flared at ends io weld to header to secure better heat transfer
to cold plate.

h) Use of clad material in dip brazing is desirable.
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Fgr06Main Chassis Before Assernoly View 1
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Figuare 67. Main Chassis Before Assembly View 2
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SECTION V

TWO CATASTROPHIC FAILURES IN TEST

5.1 GENERAL

Failures in test during any development program are not unusual and this program had its normal share.

There were two failures, however, which stand out above the others because of the magnitude of their impact

on the program. Both of these failures re~ulted in destruction of the stator of the Starter/Generator such that

the laminations had to be replaced and rewound. The rotor, in each case, survived with only superficial scars.

The failures have indicated the need for careful application of protection cir'zultg with regard to use of a per-

manent magnet generator but they have also provided dramatic evidence of the durability of the Samarium

Cobalt solid rotor designed on this program.

Each of these failures has been documented extens'vely with a Failure Analysis report*. The following para-

graphs in this report describe the circumstances, causes and corrective actions taken without the depth of

supporting analysis.

5.2 GENERATOR FAULT - 15 October 1976

5.2.1 BACKGROUND

Phase I including rotor spin testing had been completed in December 1976 and Phase n and mI go ahead had

been issued 23 December 1975. Phase [I (the generator and converter construction phase) was completed on

15 September 1976. In early October the generator was in unit tests prior to connection with the'cycloconverter.

Because the vibration level was high the generator had only been run up to about 16, 000 RPM. The rotor was

rebalanced and it was planned to proceed up to 21,000 RPM on the 15th unless th2 vibration was excessive.

5.2.2 FAULT DESCRIPTION

On 15 October 1976 the generator was being operated without being connected to the converter and with no

electrical load applied. The vibration, operating temperature'and no load voltage were being monitored closely

as the speed was increased in steps. Vibration and voltage readings recorded before the fault are given below.

Just after reaching 19. 500 RPM a generator fault occurred with an explosion and flame shooting .ut of the gen-

erator at the anti-drive end of the machine. The generator drive w,,s shut down within a few seconds after the

fault occurred. The generator was then removed frow the drive.

"GE Project Memorandums 76-404-065 and 76-404-065A documented Fallure Analysis of 15 October 1976
generator fault. GF Project Memorandum 77-404-119 documented Faillure Analysis of 28 October 1977
system fault.
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Speed Line to Neutral Vibration
RPM Volts R No

12,000 185.2 Nil
18,000 275? S 2.0

296.2 4.4
19,500 294.4 6.8

5.2.3 DMPECTION AND OBSERVATIONS

The magnesium frame had burned away cavities in the vicinity of connectors J1 and J6. All the phase

leads at JI and JG had been burned away (see Figures 68 and 69). The stator core had cavities where
the lamination material had blown out and there were copper and stee! deposits on the stator I.D. (see
Figure 70). The rotor surface had some surface scuffing and smeared copper deposits (see Figures 71
and 72). There were white metallic particles throughout the machine wherever th2 cooling oil had circulated -

especially dense in the oil sump area (see Figure 73). These particles were analyzed and found to be mag.

nesium turnings.

5.2.4 CAUSE OF FAILURE

The generator fault was caused by metal turnings (chips of magnesium) which formed a partial bridge between

exposed lead strands on 'he back of two power connectors JI and J6. The chip. had been introduced into the
generator oil system by machining which was accomplished after the stator had been completed and tha starter'
generator assembled. Although this machinsing was at the lower side of the machine, the chips were circulated
by the cooling oil flow. Connectors Jl and J6 were the two lower power connectors and metal chips were found
at this level. When the generator speed was increased to 10. 500 RPM the generated voltage between connector
pins increased to a level where an arc over occurred. A high short circuit current was sustained for several
seconds until the rotation of the permanent magnet rotor was esseatially stopped. The high current Induced
high voltage in other stator winding which caused shorting at the other contaminated power connector. The
high power (all the kinetic energy of the rotor) was dissipated in a few seconds melted the shorted stator
windings and blew out stator teeth in the stack.

5.2.5 CORRECTIVE ACTION

The' most obvious problem was the presence of metal chips within the machine. These were blamed on the
machining wt.ch was done after completion of the stator and assembly of the starter/generator. It is recog-
nized that some chips could have been present even without the late machine work if parts and assemblies were
not thoroughly cleaned during assembly.
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Corrective Action 1

Design machine zo each assembly can be cleaned thoroughly during build up. This means eliminate pockets

where chips might not be rinsed away thoroughly and design for fabrication which does not require machining

into cavities in later steps of assembly.

In briefdesign, plan fabrication and monitor manufacturing to get a clean chip free machine.

Corrective Action 2

The second corrective action item was to eliminate exposed lead strands at the back of the connector. These

were not potted or in an environmental connector gasket because these materials were known to contaminate

the cuoling oil with silicone which promotes foaming. There was no connector ar.ilable which sealed the leads

in a non silicone material and was suitable for the voltage and current handling requirement. Instead of devel-

:ping a suitable c onnector it was determined that a terminal block would be used for the power lead connection.

In brief, eliminate the IntirI &...vposed ýa'is by bringing phase connection leads outside of the machine to

a terminal block.

To accow.-plis'ý these correctivo actions it was determined that the stator and frame should be designed specifi-

cally for this machine i-z•ead of uting an existing casting which dik not provide adequate space or design

hreedom. The subsequent generator therefore was deeigned from the beginning with plans to machine the

stator, frame and Internal supporting structure out of soliel stock rather than use existing castings which did

not tiat-h the design criteria.

1. 3 SYSTEM FAULT-28 October 1977

5.3.1 BACKGROUND

The generator except for the rotor had been redesigned and rebuilt after the 15 September 1976 fault. The

rotor surface had been polished, tested and inspectod and Installe(' in the new stator and frame assembly. The

generator had compleLed no loAd tests in Erie in September. The system testing was progressing well. Com-

pliked gererate mode tetts included operation at full load at three different input speeds and two power factors.

Transient tes~s at several speeds and two power factors had also been taken for full load and Icad and a half

t-ansient%.

5.3.2 SYSTEM FAULT DESCRTPTION

On 29 October 1978 Generate mode steady state tests at load and a half (225KVA) were being run. Tests had

been completed ft 12, 000, 15, 000 and 18, 000 RPM with . 15 power factor load and at 12, 000, and 15, 000 with

.95 power factor load. Within 15 seconds after application of th? 925KVA, .95 Power xactor load at 18,0m,

RPM. the system noise changed dramatically and a quick look by the test people revealed smoke coming from

the generator. The converter off switch was hit immediately and drive stand stop button hit a second or two

later. Thermal printout data was recorded within one minute of the fault while the drive stajid was still
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coasting to a atop. The tirne printout on this data was 11:40 AM. When the drive stand came to a halt the HaU

Probe access cover on the ge erator was removed and it was noted that rotation of the drive stand by hand did

not rotate the rotor of the rnerator. -.t;±her observation was that the generator oil flow meter contained

blackened oil and bLick oil had sprayed out -. the antidrive end of the generator. The photo in Figv-e 74.

shows the gener,ior on the drive stand with the blackesaed oil on tbt generator and adjacent floor area.

5.3.3 INSPECTION AN)D OBSERVATIONS

5.3.3.1 Thermal Test Data

Thermal data recorded during 225 KVA lead runs immediately prior to the fault showed 'he generator was

running cool. Thermocouples in the air gap read from 100 to 113°C and generator coo? ng oil had only a few

"°C rise inlet to outlet. In the convertci,. however, the SCR case temperature ha4l climbed to 147. 10 C in the

run prior to the failure. 'In the data takkn within one minute after the fault generator air gap thermocouples

range up to 184.1 0 C and the generator outlet oil temperature measured 173.6°C. The converter SCR case

temperature read 136 0 C.

.5.3.3.2 Test Set Up

A continuity check revealed one contactor in the genertor output to converter power tables was welded closed.

This contactor opened during inspection. Figure 75 is a photo of the burned contacts.

Another check revealed the circuit breaker in the pump motor of the converter cooling oil cart had tripped open.

This would shut off the cooling oil flow to the converter which was the cause for the high SCR case temperature

noted above.

5.3.3.3 Cyclo Converter

There was no damage apparent in the converter from a visual inspection, Fiom measurements, however, 4

SCRs were found shorted. Figure 76 shows one of the SCRs that was sectioned for further analysis. This

shows the burned surface area of the cathode plate and silicon chip which is evidence of damage from excessive

current and temperature.

There war no other damage In the cyctnconverter. Leakage measurements were taken on all the other SCRs

(50 unshorWtd ones) and all were within limits.

5.3.3.4 Starter Generator

The stator of the mpchine was destroyed by the fault currents. The rotor and statur in fact looked very much

like they did after the 15 October 1976 fault. These are shown in Figures 77 and 78. This time. however,

the metal pieces in the oil were copp.!r and no evidence of aluminum structure machiningp were present. No

structural members were damaged.
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No other catastrophic damage occurred in the generator but the bearings, oil pump, current transformers and

stator cooling shroud were replaced along with a new stator wound when the generator was reassembled.

The mechanical disconnect operated during the fault as wus evident when the drive stand was rotated by hand
without a corresponding rotation of the rotor. The disconnect operation was attributed to the high pulsating
torque resulting from the fault which wan converted to axial vibration in the disconnect by the sloped faces of

the curvic coupling.

5.3.4 CAUSE OF FAILURE

There were six findings resulting from the test observations, review at test data, Inspection of the test equip.

ment and examination at the converter and generator, that were significant to the analysis of the 150 KVA

starter- gene rator- converter electrical system failure. These findings were as follows:

1. The increase in converter SCR case temperature, reaching 147.1 C prior to the system fault.
This temperature is considered substantially in exces s of the 125 0C SCH junction temperature rating
and'crltical to performance of the device.

t 2. The electrical motor used for pumping converter cooling oil from the external oil cart facility was

1 t found disconnected from the power line due to a thermal switch trip. The trip cause was attributed
to use of an oil pump facility of Insufficient capacity.

3. The three contacts of the line circult Interrupter contactur. conaected In phases T2. T5 and TS
between the gen tatior and ccnverter, were found closed. The closure was attributed to use of the
voltage suppresslop diode. All other contacts were open.

4. Four converter SCR's connected to the same phases as the contactor with closed contacts, were
found -shorted. The remaining SCR' were not damaged.

5. Insulation on three of the nine generator phase windings was burned from high temperature expo-
sure. There phase windings appeared to be the same phases connected to the faulted contacts and
SCR's.

6. The generator coil, phase windings were uniformlY heated as would be expected from a sustained
short circuit fault.

After review of the test data and fault occurrence, and an examination of the test facilities and equipment

tested, the failure sequence was reconstructed and determined to be as follows:

a. The electric motor used for pumping oil to tool the converter was tripped from the line by the
motor protective thermal switch.

b Temperature of converter components increased due to lack of circulating coolant, exceeding the
temperature limit for acceptable performance of the SCaR's.

C. A converter miscommutation occurred causing a short circuit across an SCR. The SCR did not
recover resulting in short cirtuit failure of the remaining three SCR' connected In the same
phases.

d. The contactor connected in the same phaseit partially openrda but sumained arcing developed causing
the contacts to remain closed.
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*. The closed contacts placed a direct short circuit across three generator phase windings. The gen-
erator delivered power to this short ciriult until shut-down (apprcinmately 33 seconds) which was
mcre than sufficient Ume to destroy tie generator stator.

"f. Thc generator disconnect device disconnected the generator from the drive sometime during the
fault occurrence.

The conclusions reached from the failure occurrence, examination of equipment tested, inspection of test

facilities, and the analysis presented, are .s follows:

1. The failure was caused by loss of converter oil cooling, due to a power disconnect of the oil pump
motor, resulting in excessive temperatures and subsequent fa!lure of four SCR's.

Protective circuitry in the converter functioned to open circuit interrupter contacts in the generator
and load lines except for the contacts in phase windings connected to the failed SCR's. The contacts
in these phases arced and remained closed permitting application of a three-phase short circuit
load to the generator that remained sufficiently long during generator rotation to destroy the stator,
Contact arcing was attributed to use of a voltage suppression diode connected across the contactor
coil.

2. Generator and system performance tests conducted during the several weeks prior to the fault
occurrence had demonstrated excellent performance of the generator and the generator-converter
electrical system. The fault is not attributable to the electrical system constructed under this
contract.

3., The generator rotor withstood th.e affects of the severe electrical stator fault. The mechanical
and magnetic condition was acceptable for reuse of the rotor.

Except for the generator main stator core and windings, and 'the faulted converter SCR's, all other
com•onente of the electrical system appear acceptable for reuse. rhe generator bearings should
be replaced.

5.3.5 CORRECTIVE ACTION

Much of the corrective action taken to avoid any recurrence of this type of fault involves adding protection

interlock to the system test set up. Figure 79 is a block diagram of the System Test SOt Up w'ith protection

interlocks. Main power flow is through the center of the diagram starting at the drive .tand and proceeding

through the generator, generator contacts, converter and lo I contactors to the load. Interlocks added to this

test set up as corrective action from the faulfz occurrence are indicated by numbers which correspond to the

descriptions below. The interlock paths which are not, numbered were in the set up when the fault occurred

and of course were retained in subsequent system tests with the new added protection.

1. Interlocks monitoring converter cooling oil temperature and pressure were added to the converter
cooling oil cart. These Interlocks feed into the converter protection circuit loop and throuoi It
will turn off the converter and open the load contacts.
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2. The generator oil cooler previously had low pressure and ]high temperature trips which would shut
- - down the drive stand. These switches were tied in with the converter protection circuits to provide

additional protection by operating the mechanical disconnect, both contactors and turning off the
converter.

3. Thermocouples imbedded in the stator had previously been used to monitor air gap temperature.
One of these has since been used to provide interlock protection in addition to the monitoring
function. It will

a. shut down the drive stand,

b. operate the mechanical disconnect

C. operate the generator power line contactors

d. tur off the converter

e. operate the load contactor.

4. A thermal switch was added to the hot end of the SCR cold plate in the converter. This switch will
turn off the converter and operate the load contactors through the converter protective circuits.

Other Changes

In addition to the above the arc suppression diode used acrosis the coil of the contactors wasn removed. Tests

run on the contactor showed a decrease in dropout time of this contactor from 225 milliseconds t0 24

milliseconds.

A shear section was also added to the stub shaft within the generator. This provides a means of removing drive

power from the generator if something were to jam up in it (like from a bearing failure). The shear section

would not shear for momentary torque loads, within system ratings.
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SECTION VI

FINAL TEST RESULTS

6.1 'GENERATOR TESTING

The test plan which describes the testing to be performed on the 150 KVA permanent magnet generator is con-

tained in Appendix A of this report.

6.1.1 PHYSICAL INSPECTION

The generator was assembled and subjected to a dimensional and drawing audit as required by paragraph 3,2

... - - of the Phase M Test Plan which is contained in Appendix A of this report. Contained in Appendix B of this

Sreport iS a copy of inspection report. The discrepancies found did not affect performance and the generator

was delivered to test.

6.1.2 GENERATOR TEST

SThe generator was subjected to the tests listed in paragrwhb 3.3 ok se ter', plan contained in Appendix A of this

report in most areas. Areas where the test plan was not followed *ese areas where operation limitations had

been identified, thermal and vibration, and in areas where major concern about protection the generator during

performance of this test could not be assured. The following paragraphs follow the test plan order.

6. 1.2.1 Resistance and Inductance

/
1The generator phase to neutral resistance was measured using a portable electronic bridge. The resistances

as measured at 25 0 C are as follows:

* Stator
Resistance

Phase to Neutral In Ohms

I-N 0.0122

2-N 0. 0120

3-N 0. 0117

4-N 0.0123

5-N 0. 0122

6-N 0.0120

7-N 0.0118

B-N 0.0117

9-N 0.0118
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The average stator resistances value is .0120 ohms which is within 9% of the calculated value which is

.011 ohms. The resistance balance is within 5%. Both values are acceptable.

" " Curreant Transformers

Control Connector Resistance
Phase Pin Numbers in ohms

1 23-15 42.37

2 24-15 42.40

3 21-15 42.55

4 16-15 42.38

5 17-15 42.30

6 18-15 42.39

7 19-15 44.39

8 20-15 46.36

9 22-15 44.01

* Disconnect Coil Resistance

Control Connector Pins 8-9 1. 096 ohms

e Hall Probe Assembly

Control Connector Resistance
Pins Number in ohms

5-6 105

3-4 90

1-2 92

11-12 44

11-13 65

11-14 71

All the above listed resistance are within drawing limits.

The inductance of the stator winding were measured using a general radio automatic RLC bridge, Model

Number 1683.
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- ----.- :.- The individual phase Inductance measurement results are shown below. The rotor was rotated In an attempt to

record the highest and lowest values for each phase.

High Low

Lead Measured A uh

T I-N 13.55 10.62

"T4 -N 13.40 10.43

T7-N 13.05 10.10

T 2 -N 13.06 10.14

T -N 13.08 10.08

T8 -N 12.98 9.98

T 3-N 13.05 10.01

T -N 13.41 10.056-
T -N 13.40 10.41

The phase to phase Inductances where measured as follows:

High Low
Lead Measured Pbh /h

T I-T4 26.74 22.83

"T I-T7 26.49 22.6f

T 4 "T7  26.35 22.42

T 3 -T 6  26.55 22.70

T6-T9 26.64 22.72

T 3 -T 9  26.46 22.53

2 2-T 5 26.10 22.17

T2 -T 8  26.17 22.32

T 5-T a 26.06 22.18

The calculated value of the commutating inductance was 131A henries or 2 6 /m henries phase to phase. The

measured values shown above are well within expected results.

/ I
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6.1.2.2 Dielectric Strength (Hi-Pot)
* /

The electrical circuits in the generator were each subjected to a Hi-Pot test with a General Electric Hi-Pot

Tester. The Hi-Pot probe was applied to the circuit and the ground clamp was attached to the generator frame.

The applied voltage level and time duration used for the different circuits are shown below.

Test Condition

Generator Circuit Voltage Application Condition
V TmRMS Time

Stator Windings* 1600 1 Min OK

RI-Ground 1600 1 Min OK

PR2-Ground' 1600 Min OK

R3-Ground 1600 1 Min OK

RI-R2 1600 1 Min OK

R2-R3 1600 1 Min OK

Current Transformer 1600 1 Min OK

CT tj Ground 1600 1 Min OK

CT to Stator Winding 1600 1 Min OK

Thermo Couples 1600 1 Sec OK

Disconnect Coil 600 1 Min OK

*Test made with grounding strap connecting the three neutral
leads removed. Each neutral connector to 3 phases 120 elec-
tical degrees apart.
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6. 1.2. 3 Disconnect Operation Check

A 28 Volt DC Power Supply was connected to the disconnect coil thru the control connector. Momen t ary

"power was applied and the disconnect operated. The out board clutch plate rotated frecly when turned by the

generator input stub shaft without the rotor turning. The disconnect was z,-set by removing the "Faspin" and

pulling thf reset T-bar.

. . The above was repeated three times with the disconnect functioning proper .each time.

6. 1.2.4 Generator Set-up and Sin Check

Shown in Figure 6. 1-1 is the generator mounted on the 200 Horsepower Drive Stand which shows the following

performance monitors:

* Vibration Monitors
Drive End
Anti-Drive End

"- Oil Temperature
Oil In
Oil Out

N The following parame., -s where also instrumented in this set up.,

- Oil Flow

- Oil Pressure into Generator

- Oil Pressure out of Generator

- peed

- Generated Volts
Instead of nine voltmeters, one voltmeter was connected to a 9 poiltion transfer switch which was
connected to each generator output phase.

- Air Gap Thermocouple

Brake Circuit Voltage

The results of the operation checkout is shown in Figure 80. The speed was increased in steps of 4,000

RPMS instead of the test plan of 2,000 RPM steps.

1
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Oil Vibration

Pressure Temperature Flow G's RMS Sator Atrpap Phase

Generator In Out In Out 10 KHZ Filter Thermocouples Voltage
.1 !JSeed PSG PSIG ýC 'C. Meter GPM D.F. A.D. E. 0 90 180 270 Condition L-N

"4000 10 18 27 29 41 1.4 - .4 32 32 32 32 61.9

8000 10 18 40 44 55 '1.6 - .6 55 55 55 54 123.0

12000 14 24 59 64 t0o 3.4 - .? 88 89 @9 89 182.3

12000 12 22 61 72 105 3.6 .8 107 109 106 106 Stablized 177.9

16000 14 24 90 103 135 - - 1.3 152 154 151 152 Stablized 206.8

"!8000 16 26 60 78 130 4.5 - 1.5 139 142 139 141 Stablized 262.2

At the conclusion of 18000 RPM recording the disconnect was operated and it operated properly.

A picture of the generator no-load voltage wave shape is shown In Figure 81 for phase to neutral and for

phase to phase condition at a speed of 11,914 RPM or a generated frequency of 1390 Hz. The generator

voltage for different phases at the same speed where balance to within 0.1 volts.

Items 6 thru 10 ot the test plan where not conducted due to delays experienced in solving the vibration/balance

problem after the second generator failure. The results of these tests where rot considered critical to per-

formance check of the generator prior to the generator operating with the cycloconverter and were therefore

bypassed.

After completing the above generator tests, the generator was disassembled and visually inspected. The only

noticeable change was the rotor surface had discolored to a similar color as had been noted previously. The

balance of the rotor was checked with the bearings still assembled on the rotor and was found to be still within

limits. The generator was reassembled, hi-potted as before, and subjected to a brief spin check before it

was delivered to system testing with the converter.
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PHASE VOLTAGE
100 VOLTS/CM

1. .1 MSE C/CM

LINE TO LINE VOLTAGE
200 VOLTS/CM
AMSE C/CM

p Figure 81. No-L-oad Generator Voltage at 11914 RPM, 1390 Hz
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6.2 SYSTEM TESTING

6.2.1 GENERATE MODE

Generate mode performance tests were run with the machine mounted on a 300 HP drive stand. The high

frequency transmission lines were approximately 35 feet long and the 400 Hz feeders to the point of regulation

were about 20 feet long. Linear loads with parallel resistance and inductance were used.

Tables 3. 4. and 5 list the steady state performance data. Note that the data in Table 5 of

operation at 18,000 RPM was taken about 4 months before that on the other sheets., Machine speed was limited

to 15.000 RPM after the second machine rebuild tO limit the rotor temperature as explained in paragraph

4.2.1.3.3. The converter configuration was slightly different when the 18,000 RPM data was taken and this

data is included only to show there are no basic performance problems at increased speed. The principle

differ,.nce in the converter was reduction of feedback gain of the path labled G3 in Figure 23 after the 18,000

RPM data was taken.

Figures 83 through 88 show the output transient response of the system with application and removal

of 150 KVA Loads at .75 and .05 power factor and for 12,000, 15,000 and 18,000 RPM. Figures 89

tVrough 93 show the output transient response ;or 225 KVA transients at .75 and .95 power factors and

for 12, 000 and 15, 000 and for .75 power factor at 18, 000RPM. Figures 94 through 97 show the

transient response for a 300 EVA loa:l change at .75 and .95 power factor and for 12, 060 and 15, 000 RPM.

The time to return to steady state after application of a 150 KVA load Is measured to be 32 to 50 ndlliseconds

on the recordings of Figures 83 :hrough 88. The time to return to steady state after removal of rated

load is measured on these same recordings to be 12.5 milliseconds or less.

It should be noted that the converter circuits are designed to slow the transient response upon application of

the load as in a wound rotor application. In the wound rotor application, the output voltage response Is slowed

to provide time for the machine voltage to recover. The permanent magnet machine does not have this long

time constant since the generator is at full excitation all the time. The respon-e to load application could be

as fast as the response to load removal for the PMG application. In thIs program, however, where the PMG

machine is to be operated in parallel with a wound rotor machine comparable time response to transients is

desirable.

Table 6 lists the results of fault tests and FijZures 98 through 105 show response of generator and

system output voltage and current during the faults.

Table 7 lists the results of tests of the generate mode protective functions.

Finally, in Table 8 are the results of the generate mode efficiency tests. Inri't power was measured with

a torque shaft between the drive stand and the machine. Note that the losses include all feeder losses as well

as those of machine and converter.

Generate mode performance in general is excellent. Fault performance is slightly below spec with 2. 5 to 3 PU

currents obtained rather that full 3 PU as specified. This deficiency is caused by marginal stability of the

current limit loop. It is believed that full specified fault currents could be achieved with additional work on

the current limit circuit.
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TABLE 6

FAULT PERFORMANCE

Gen RPM Fault Current

A B C

12,000 A-N 1310

B-N 1300

C-N 1290

A-B 1210 1150

B-C 1110 1060

C-A 1220 1160

ABC N 1300 200 160

ABC 1230 720 550

15,000 AN 1320

B-N 1340

C-N 1280

A-B 1250 1150

B-C 1210 1180

C-A 1260 1180

A-B-C-N 1330 300 .100
A-B-C 1210 680 600
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TABLE 7

TEIm OF PROTZCTWE TCO

lincUon Trip Le--l Spsefatmio

Overvolta (OV) Wi 123.5 ultmt. 12S altimat
12s wtth 1IS5V 2.3 oec with 13SV

DLfferenUal Fault (AMPS as 57
High Frequency (DH)

Differential Fault (AMPS) 13D 152
400Hz (DL)

Generator Overcurrent (AMPS) its

I" Content IV) • 445. -. 437 * 55(Mel .8 c with .5 Iee 1secm 1 5
Undervoltae IVI 93 20-I0(L",'

iero Sequence Voltage (VI 4. 1 4 25 * I
(Z VI

Wrong Frequency (HZI 15.9 - 412 5 335 - 41S
(w F1
W.i'veform Distortion ". 5V u aH9 2'"
(WDi
Auto Parallel WVI 5
(AP)

Difference Load Current (AMPS) 91 Amp.
(DLC)
Start Cutout 1259Hz 1 10, BOO RPM 11. (xO 333 RP%
(SCUo
Underspeed Pickup 1387,1 4 11-12.00 RP'%
(US) !11. ago RPM%

Dropout 132.9H;,
I. 39n RPM
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TABLE S

150 KVA PMG SYSTEM EFFICIENCY SPEED 12K RPM

t KW Torque Mech f
UAA B C Ttl in a KWA

OFF PF52,5 1 .5
MLN 0 0 0 as5 12.1~ 0
37s5 .75 10.5 9.7 10.6 309 295 41.9 73.5

7119. 2 119.2 19.3 57.7 482 68,5 89.2

I 112.5 2V.9 27.8 28.2 53.9 682 .96 9 86.8

ISO 37.9 37,6 37,9 113.4 907 1288.R 88.0

37.5 9512 0 13.7 11.6 37 3 34? 4856 76.7 1

75 24.2 24. 0 24.2 72 4 6041a 85 94,7

112.5 3W5 34 4 34.9 I'M 3 84, 1203 87 5

1046,9 47.58 47, 2 141 1 1137 161 5 87,

6.2.2 14TART MOOF TEQT1N(.

Two drive stands are requidred Irr mtart mrwne totting 011.0 dtrilt P~CWrs A 154 ICVA unund rotnr metor

machine V oC sotet, which was used at the, 44MH: pwwr suppi Tv m w~w I rive pr~idee the .cohanical

ltadtng fI'r Ow P1 9Vutenm Which if fVVW tnCtlMdnC All A t-rushi.,. ,'*rr-A

F..,, thtwgh pwC~ri'rnct was rvo t -virnirecl 1#W hAV ,fr.AU Wert pte's" 1'w-. v~re

I. The asitemn wnuld Voerate s~Atlstactt'rt11 ien a iqama three ;#.te r.. ule d-irtne the I.- steed fterind.
whom. com~mutation~. hA mqW~ to Assurvd. ul-ie time U.46 4 V-rNj

2. The pha". ncwk Irwi accurate,1% dettrdet All 9 ;+.Alit CwV&Jt-jetl ltterijls *it% V1,1 thre, pas
p'witiwn sorting. Ttw phuse 1i.ck 1-o th ;#*&A Ad~rc vie%~ *TwA tur-cliV it'"r

3. Idifroct Hoeld weakening 4E the ttp nnematwi -nagn@ mAhtne tAi p8hax advance W-Its 11451 AN

predicted.

4. Thie s."ricir CUnMMtzting j(atlt the nine tphase !-ahire was ýlvm,"triald Muct! rr'rw
Uorue per evittem KVA was achieved at the high speed arid with 1I 1 Pt cr'rve't tbuiri a 6 Sm
system delivered with 1 5 PIcret

Fiture 88 AM Table . ,slw~w the perform-anceu ini %atrl mct' Figurr 14 xlmWf tw *faearter

accelerating A two) tim fliwheel The datA in Table PVwAs -Akf~r, i.?i4 1v itfh !iw PM Atlec stanit brakring

Uie starter it eit contmant %pvetris Table I %howsitrffiýItw ienct (AL UWP4 W-rni haW .b. taker Wilv'tch

i1t5
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TABLE

STEADY STATE START DATA

T ouut' EW IN Power Mech Efficiency

RPM/I00 /iW WT Ft Amp, V V" Total Factor ICW Out

0 1750 146 450 96 7.7 :3.1 .18 0 0

12 200M 167 470 96 16.9 50.7 .37 26.5 56

24 1960 163 440 98 26.6 79.6 .59 55.6 70
36 1820 152 470 95 31.2 93.6 .7. 77,7 83

48 1700 142 490 116 43.2 130 .76 96.8 74

60 1630 136 490 116 49.3 148 1 .87 118 s0

72 1560 132 511 115 54.5 163 .92 135 83

84 1390 116 500 113 54.4 '163 I .93 136 65

96 1240 104 510 11S 55 165 %94 142 86

Problem Areas In Start Made

Four ares were addretsed during this test period

1. Noise in the position sensors and phase lock loop A major por', of the available test t ime wasused
trying to suppress noise problems. Noise related problems are to be expected sine the basis of
ft tystem involves switching hundreds (I amps At high voltage with steep wavefronts, while the
out.-ut of the Hall probes used to sense rotor position is only 10's of millivolts

The Hall probes s ing rotor position are mounted at the anti-drive end of the rotor where they
sense leakage flux. By mounting them below the shrink ring. position errors caused by n on-
uniform shrink ring segments are avMded. The negative feature Is ve•r low flux density cmspared
with that of the normal air gap and hence reduced probe output Pre i otputs of about SOmV peak
were observed which is equivalent to fux derwtt| of 2-2- 5Kg Th•.ee •r fomr times hIgter probe
voltages were available In an eitrUer wound rotor prnt3ve where the probes were mounted on a
stator tooth.

This low blgnal level aggrevated the n"me problems Some poor ewanectimun In te twisted shielded
pair lines from machine to converter were also found FMatlti layout of the printed board was not
good with long rms of the low ir'pl steui frorr I h# aren'-rAr 1(1%4' t, MO•|ti •l•tCnA

The system was made workable by putting large hvsterests in the cnmparitors sensing the probes
and b adding r'tering

2. The next step was setting the position senve and phase advance wtth speed. This was dke by
manually rotating the position sense assembl% 'n the machine and testing for tnrqluo Aml eormuta-
lion versus speed and current. From this dati a senoe asemh#l, setting was rhose" and a lineas
advance vs. speed func:tion was added. Somew hat more torque can be achieved with a more com-
plex advance vs speed ftnction.

3. Next the current control dynamics were adjusted. A considerably slower than desired current
loop was used because of a translent experienced at the three to ihne phase made shift An
Improved system would grade.all% shift the phase ff the current tn the six machine phases which
are forced out of pwsitfon in th- three phase mode, A circuit design, completed slnce the tost
period. indicates this can be reAdily accomplished with a circuit requiring no more parts than the
original
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4. The final problem area is Interaction with the 400Hz power source which in this case was a second
150 KVA VSCF system. The load presented by thei starting system is a severe one. The power
factor varies from almost zero lagging at the beginning of the start to sUghtly leading during the
field weakening period at the end of the start. The current drawn also contains a very high har-
monic content. We are able to operate at 1. 1 PU current rather than the 1. 5 hoped for.'

Figures 107 and 108 show system waveshapes at hig.h and low machine speeds during start.

6.2.3 PARALLEL OPERATION TESTING

Limited testing-of parallel operation was performed with both machines mounted on a single 300HP drive
stand with shCihtlv tifferent ge.ar ralions Tiblcloshows steady state operation data. Figure 87 through
42 sha, trinsi, nt ,,p*ration with 150 KVA 4 0. 9r PF and 75 KVA 't 0. 75 PF. Most of the loads
were on the PM system bus. The sequence of operation was 1. Parallel by closing the tie contactor. 2. Open
the wound rotor system contactor. 3. Parallel %Ia the WR line contactor. 4 Open the PM system contactor
and 5. Parallel %ia the PM contactnr.
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APPENDIX A

PHASE 3 TEST PLAN

FOR

150 KVA SAMARIUM COBALT VSCF

STARTER-GENERATOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

CONTRACT NO.: F33615-74-C-2037

DATA ITEM: A004

GENERAL • ELECTRIC

AIRCRAFT EOUIPMENT DIVI3ION BINGHAMTON, NEWYORK
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1. INTIRODUCTION

This test plan defines the testing to be performed on the 150 KVA Samarium

Cobalt VSCF Electrical System In Phase 3 of Air Force Contract F33615-74-

C-2037 and is suhmitted under Data Item A004 and in accordance with para-

gr•uph 5. 1 of the contract Statement of Work. This includes preliminary tests

on the starter-generator and the converter as individual units as well as the

system checkout and performance testing.

2. EQUIPMENT IN TEST

2.1 PRIME

This is to be shipped as part of the contract.

1 - 150 KVA VSCF Samarium Cobalt Starter-Generator,

Model Number 2CM404AI

1 - 150 KVA VSCF Converter, Oil Cooled

Part Number 293E547

1 - Cooling system water to ,.' heat exchanger to cool converter

Part Number TX6190

2.2 SECONDARY

This is Air Force property from Contract F33657-71-C-0811 to be returned

after testing is completed.

1- 150 KVA VSCF Wound rotor generator

Model Number 2CM430A1

1- 150 KVA VSCF Converter, Air Cooled

Model Number 3S2060DF131A1

16S



3. GENERATOR TESTS

3.1 GENERAL

The following tests will be run on the 2CM404AI unless the results of a test

show that further testing will appreciably degrade the generator performance

or life.

The following instructions apply to all tests, unless otherwise specified:

AUl rotating tests are to be made with 60 0 C oil- in (preferably without

external oil heaters), and 100 psi oil pressure (or maximum oil pres-

sure from the generator pumps). Air gap thermocouples will be
limited to 200 0 C. If during any heat run there is a significant voltage

droop, then remove load and reduce speed to obtain better cooling. If

any of the above limits are exceeded, further instructions will be re-

quired.

After each heat run, a non-stabilized no-load test point at 4000 rpm is required.

If there is a significant variation in the voltage from the test point (defined in

Item #4 - Tests) further instructions will be required.

The vibration on the outboard end of the generator should not exceed 10 g during

the test. If this limit is exceeded, contact the engineer for further instructions.

3.2 PHYSICAL INSPECTION

Inspect the generator to establish conformance with the specified dimensional

requirements. Any discrepancies must be recorded and accepted by engin-

eering before the generator proceeds to the tests of Section 3. 3.
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3.3 GENERATOR TEST PLAN

The generator testing sequence shall be as defined below:

1. Obtain Une-to-line and line-to-neutral resistances.

2. Hi-pot the ac winding line-to-ground at 1500 volts per test

procedure El 718A302FC.

3. Check the electrical-mechanical operation of the disconnect

nonrotating. Apply power to the coil to determine the operation

point. Check the mechanical reset mechanism.

4. Set the generator up on the drivestand and check the slow speed

(4000 rpm) operation. Check oil flow, mechanical operation and

no-load electrical performance. Check all phases for . Atage

balance. Record oil flow, oil temperature and thermocouple

reading.

5. Increase speed in steps of 2000 rpm up to 12, 000 rpm. Stabilize

temperature at each speed. Monitor voltages, waveshapes,

phase relationship and temperatures during the stabilizing heat

run and record stabilized test data.

6. At a speed that will maintain 120 volts line-to-neutral, run elec-

trical loads at 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1 per unit rated current. Rated

current is 140 amps per phase. Monitor and record all data

indicated in Step'5.

7. Run no-load heat runs at 15, 000, 18, 000 and 21, 000 rpm. Moni-

tor and record all data indicated in Step 5.
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6. After running the 21,000 rpm heat run, run a 5 m ,t 23, 000

rpm overspeed test. Monitor and record all data .. : o,:ted In

Step 5.

9. At 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1 per unit rated current at the spee' .Jeter-

mined in test 6, run four disconnect tests. Do not run a rieat

stabilized test.

10. Run a short circuit load point at 500 rpm initially to obtain the

desired short circuit current, modify the speed to obtain 3 to

4 pu amps. Do not hold this load for more than 4 seconds.

Connect an external oil system for cooling-lubrication and run

the above test with cold oil. Run a 4000 rpm non-stabilized,

no-load test (defined in Step 4) point as a final rotating test.

11. Disassemble and inspect the mechanical and electrical condition

of the generator. Hi-pot stator winding -at 1500 volts per test

Procedure El 718A302FC. Repeat resistance check as outlined

in Step 1. Recheck the balance of the rotor to determine any

change. Record if any unbalance.

At the completion of this testing, the generator is ready for testing with the

converter.
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4. CONVERTER TESTS

4.1 GENERAL

All tests defined below will be conducted under standard laboratory, conditions

unless otherwise stated in the specified test.

4.2 PHYSICAL INSPECTION

Inspect the converter to establish conformance with the specified dimensional

requirements.

4.3 INSULATION TEST

With critical components removed from the converter assembly and with

ground circuits removed from chassis termination, the dielectric strength

will be tested by the application of a test voltage of 1500 vrms, 60 Hz, for

one minute. Measure and record leakage current.

4.4 PRELIMINARY FUNCTIONAL TESTS

The following group of tests will be performed to establish functional integrity

of the various subassemblies. The plug-in modulator cards will be removed

for these tests to prevent firing of the power SCR's.

4.4.1 Power Supplies

With an external source of 28 vdc connected to the converter, measure and

record the level of the internal low voltage power supplies.

a. +12 vdc
b. -12 vdc
c. + 8 vdc
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4.4., 2 Protection

Prior to system operation, all protective circuitry within the converter will

be tested for operational integrity with the use of simulated system signals.

4 4.2.1 Internal Generator Fault

Measure and record the magnitude of differential current required to initiate

and conclude a system trip by way of the DH protective circuitry.

4.4.2.2 Generator Overcurrent (GOC)

Measure and record the magnitude of generator current required to effect a

system trip.

4.4.2.3 Starting Overcurrent (SOC)

Record the trip-level of current required to abort'the engine starting sequence.

4.4.2.4 Feeder Fault (DL)

With a simulated fault condition applied within the low frequency differential

protection zone, record the level of current (400 Hz) required to cause a sys-

tem trip.

4.4.2.5 Load Division (DLC)

Record the magnitude of unbalanced current required by the protection circuit

to the bus-tie relay.
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4.4.2.6 Overvoltage (OV)

Record both the single phase and the three phase OV trip level.

4.4.2.7 Undervoltage (UV)

Record both LV trip levels.

4.4.2.8 Zero Sequence Voltage (ZV)

With simulated fault conditions, measure and record the zero sequence com-

ponent of voltage required to cause a system trip.

4.4.2.9 DC Content (DC)

Apply a variable dc voltage (-500 mv to +500 mv) to the input terminals of

the dc content detection circuitry and record the levels of both polarity sig-

nals that just causes trip action.

4.4.2.10 Waveform Distortion (WD)

With an applied signal, variable in both frequency and amplitude, at the input

of the waveshaping feedback filter of 2 kc to 5 kc, measure and record the

amplitude required to cause a system trip.

4.4.2.11 Auto Parallel (AP)

Determine the phase ,tngle, frequency, and voltage amplitude required to en-

able the paralleling circuitry. Determine and record that the momentary

parallel (gap) characteristics are within those established for AP.
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4.4.3 Control Signals

With the converter connected to a prime power source (9 0 VSCF machine),

check the following signals for timing (phase relati onship), amplitude and

regulation.

4. 4.3. 1 'Frequency Reference Waves

With a simulated input dc control voltage, verify the regulation of each of the

three phase, 400 Hz, waves. With the phase A vector as the reference, de-

termine,, with an oscilloscope, the phase displacement of phases B and C.

With an applied bias to the frequency control circuit andl verify the frequency

variation capability from 380 Hz to 420 Hz.

4.4.3.2 Firing Waves

Determine the phase relations of all firing waves with respect to its associated

genierator phase. Each of the nine firing waves lead its associated generator

phase by 60 degrees. Record phasing.

Rlecord. the peak-to-peak voltage level of all firing waves at both base and top

generator speed.

4.4.3.3 Blanking Waves

Observe each of the nine blanking waves for phasing and voltage levels. Each

blanking wave is displaced from its associated firing wave by 900 (lagging).

All voltage amplitudes are equal. Record.
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4. 4.4 Power Rectifier Test

The follr-.,t1ng group of evaluation tests will be performed to determine the

electrical characteristics required of the despiker networks. The prime

power source for these tests shall be the 150 KVA Samarium Cobalt VSCF

Starter- Generator.

4.4.4.1 Rectifier DV/DT

With the generator at base speed and with the phase voltage regulator refer-

ence voltage depressed (ER= 0), energize the 28 vdc and observe that each

of the 54 power rectifiers are firing at a = 900. Record the maximum rate

of change of voltage observed at the SCR's.

4.4.4.2 Despiker Current

Under the same conditions as those in 4. 4. 4. 1, measure and record the high

frequency ripple currents (rms) in the despiker capacitors.

4.4.4.3 Despiker Dissipation

From current values obtained above, calculate the worst case dissipation in

the despiker networks. At this point, the suitability of the despiker compon-

ent values will be determined and required changes will be made.

4.4.5 Control Logic

4.4.5.1 Start Mode

Energize the control logic to initiate the start sequence and determine the

functional integrity of the control circuitry.
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4.4.5.2 Generate Mode

With the required input signals, simulated if necessary, determine the opera-

tional status of the generate control logic.

4.4.5.3 Power Mode Transfer

With simulated signals, as required, determine that the power-mode transfer

circuitry is operating satisfactorily. Record starter cutout rpm.

* 5. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM TESTS

5.1 GENERAL

"Following component tests of sections 3 and 4, the starter-generator and con-

verter shall be connected together as a system and subjected to the tests

defined below. All tests will be at standard laboratory conditions unless

otherwise specified. Final performance data shall be recorded with gen-

erator inlet oil temperature at 115 to 120°C and converter inlet oil temper-

ature at 65 to 70°C unless prior data indicates this would cause overheating

and risk potential damage of the equipment.

5.2 GENERATE MODE - ISOLATED

With the converter and generator connected as a generating system, measure

and record the following performance parameters under load conditions of

no-load, rated 0. 75 pf load, rated 0.95 pf load at each of three speeds: base,

mid-range and top.

1. Line-to-nriitral voltage (each phase)

2. Line-to-line voltage (each phase)
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3. Voltage modulation (each phase)

4. Frequency (one phase only)

5. Frequency modulation (one phase only)

6. DC content (each phase)

7. Harmonic content - Total (each phase)

~A.. .5. 2.1 Efficiency

"Measure at both base speed and at top speed, the generator Input shaft torque

and the total converter output power while operating at rated load, 0. 75 pf;

and at rated load, 0.95 pf. Calculate system efficiency under the four con-
ditions.

5.2.2 Transient Response

Observe and record the voltage e'velooe (any phase) with the application and

removal of 1.0 pu, 1.5 pu and 2 pu at both 0.75 and 0.95 power factor.

5.2.3 Fault Current

Measure and record the single phase L-N fault current of each of the three

phases. With a three phase L-L-L-=; short, measure and again record the

short circuit current in each phase.
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5.3 START MOVE

For the start mode testing power will be supplied to the 293E547 converter

from the output of the 150 KVA wound rotor geneiator VSCF system defined

in Section 2.2.

5.3.1 Position Sensing

With simulated input signals, prior to attempting starts, observe the position

sensing logic circuitry for proper operation. With the machine turning at low

.speed, observe the phase relationshMp of the three hall-probe outputs to their

respective stp.tor phase (adjustments to the hall-probe assembly should be

made at this time, if required).

5.3.2 Start-Current Regulator

'Energize the input current regulation circuitry with simulated voltage signals

and determine that sufficient phase control can be accomplished to limit the

input current to values equal tu 1. 5 pu.

5.3.3 Position Logic Slift

Determine by simulation the angular position shift versus speed with regard

to best torque and commutation advantage. Make component adjustments for

optimum performance. Determine, and make adjustments if necessary, to

obtain the optimum position shift with regard to the counter-EMF of the ma-

chine being started.

/
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5.3 START MODE

For the start mode testing power will be supplied to the 293E547 converter

from the output of the 150 KVA wound rotor generatrr VSCF sysiFm defined

in Section 2.2.

5.3.1 Position Sensing

With simulated input signals, prior to attempting starts, observe the position

sensing logic circuitry for proper operation. With' the machine turning at low

speed, observe the phase relationship. of the three hall-probe outputs to their

respective stat.cr phase (adjustments to the hall-probe assembly should be

made at this time, if required).

5.3.2 Start-Current Regulator

Energize the input current regulation circuitry with simulated voltage signals

and determine that sufficient phase control can be accomplished to limit the

input current to values equal to 1. 5 pu.

5.3.3 Position Logic Shift

Determine by simulation the angular position shift versus speed with regard

to best torque and commutation advantage. Make component adjustments for

optimum performance. Determine, and make adjustments if necessary, to

obtain the optimum position shift with regard to the counter- EMF of the ma-

chine being started.
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5.3.4 Motoring Test

With the start mode activated, measure and record the following parameters

at each of the indicated speeds (generator shaft speeds). Hold each speed

for a minimum of 30 seconds.

Torque

Input volts, amps, power

Total Harmonics

Position sense angle

Record all parameters at 0 rpm, 200, 600 ar, 1000 rpm; then at each 1000

rpm increments up to and including 11, 300 ren.

Compare these data with the starter toxque r,.quirements shown in Figure 2.*

Plot torque versus rpm.

5.3.5 Engine Simulation (Starting Test)

With the engine simulator cc-..ected and calibrated to the starter shaft torque

curve of Figure 2, recordX-Y plots of input power (volts and amps), output

torque (generator shaft), time versu.: sh.vft rpm up to 12, 000 rpm. Compare

to the starter torque requirements of Figure 2.

*Note that Figure 2 is equivalent to Figure 1 of the Wc.:k S'Li:emnent (also

Figure 1 in this test plan), but is in terms of the starter-generator sb-.f
assuming a 4:3 gearbox starter to engine. This gearbox con,,erts the engine
idle speed of 9000 rpm to the starter-.generator minimum speed of 12, 000
rpm.
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5.3.6 Engine SLmulation - Hot Start, Duty Cycle

With the initial non-operating temperature of the starter-generator and con-

verter stabilized at 125 0 F, perform the test defined in paragraph 5.3. 5.

Repeat the test of paragraph 5.3. 5 a second and third time with a time in-

terval of not more than two minutes between completion of one cycle and

beginning of the next.

5.4 PARALLEL PREPERFORMANCE TEST

Prior to parallel system operation, with simulated signals as requfred,

energize and ei -hiate the system compatibility requirements of each of

the following ',inctional blocks:

1. Fnase-lock and frequency sync.

2. Parallel control logic

3. Load division loops

Adjust component values, if required, to optimize performance characteristics.

5.4.1 Speed and Load Characteristics

With the No. 2 system at a fixed speed, observe and record the following

characteristics with the prime system at base, mid-range, and top speed;

and under load conditions of no-load, 1.0 pu, 0.75 pf and 1.0 pu, 0.95 pf.

1. Voltage regulation
2. Voltage modulation
3. Frequency
4. Frequency modulation
5. DC content
6. Harmonic content
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5.4.2 Load Division

Measure and record the total load currents of each system and the voltage

of each system at its point of regulation. Record the total load KW and KVA.

Calculate the real and reactive difference load current from the above values.

Record calculpted values for each of the following speed and load conditions:

Loads

1. 0.5pu at 0.75pf

2. 0.5pu at 0.95pf

3. 1.0pu at 0.75pf

4. 1.0pu at 0.95pf

Speed

System #1 System #2

Base Base

Base Cruise

Base Top

Cruise Base

Cruise Cruise

Cruise Top

Top Base

Top Cruise

Top Top
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At each of the nine speed combinations, calculate and record the difference

real and reactive load currents at each of t' e four load conditions listed.

5. 4.3 Transient Response

Observe and record the :-oltage envelope at the sync bus during the applica-

tion and removal of the following loads:

1. 0. 5pu at 0.75pf

2. 0. 5pu at 0.95pf

3. 1.0pu at 0.75 pf

4. 1.0pu at 0.95 pf

5. 1.5pu at 0.75pf

6. 1. 5pu at 0.95pf

7. 2.0pu at 0.75pf

8. 2.0 pu at 0.95 pf

5.4.4 Fault Current and Overloads

Observe and record the voltage envelope 9t the sync bus during the applica-

tion and removal of a short circuit at the load bus. Record the magnitude of

fault current.

Apply 1. 5 pu and 2. 0 pu loads at 0.95 pf for 5 minutes and 5 seconds, res-

pectively, to demonstrate compliance with the overload requirements of

MIL-E- 23001.

5.4.5 Protection Selectivity

With the two systems operating in parallel introduce simulated failure condi-

tions to demonstrate the associated trip sequence. The system load for this

test should be, no greater than 0. 5 pi load.
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May 17. 1977

Proposed Changes To'Phase 3 Test Plan ACS II 240

for the 150 KVA Samarium Cobalt VSCF.

1. rage 2 Paragraph 3.1 General
Change the third paragraph to the following:

"All rotating tests are to be made with 600c oil-in

(preferably without external oil heaters) and 100 psi oil

pressure ( or maximum oil pressure from the generator pump).
Air gap thermocouple will be used to monitor approximate rotor

temperature. I nitially this will be limited to 2000c but

the limit may be increased if needed and approved by engin-
erring. If during any heat run there is a significant voltage

droop, the load is to be removed and speed decreased to

lower operating temperature.

2. Page 3 Paragraph 3.3 Generator Test Plan Delete Paragraph

3.3 and add the following:

"3.3 Electrical Inspection

Measure and record the line to neutrrl and line to line
resistance of each phase. Measure and record the commutating
reactance.

HiPot each winding line to ground at 1500, Volts per

test procedure El 718A302 FC.

3.4 Generator Tests
The following series of tests are to be performed prior

to operating the generator with the converter unless some are
dropped due to potential damage to the machine.

1. Check the operation of the disconnect mechanism

non rotating. Slowly increase voltage and record voltage
and current at, operating point. Check -the mechanical reset

mechanism.
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2. Set the generator up on the drivestand and check the

slow speed (4000) operation. Check oil flow,Mechanical opera-

tion and no-load electrical- performance. Check all phases

for voltage balance. Record oil flow,-oil temperature and

therm3couple reading.
3. Increase speed in steps of 2000 rpm up to 12,000

rpm . Stabilize temperature at each speed. Monitor voltages
waveshapes, phase relationship temperature and vibration

level during the stabilizing heat run and recurd stabilized

test data.
4. Adjust the load and speed to obtain a 60 kva output

-at approximately 155 volts line to neutral per phase. Monitor

and record the data indicated in step 3 above. Operate the

disconnect four times under this test condition.
5. Run no load heat runs as in step 3 above at 15,000

18,000 and 21,000 rpm.

6. Run at 23,100 rpm for 5 minutes monitoring and recording
the data given in step 3 above.

7. Recheck the electrical inspection of paragraph 3.3

Disassemble and inspect the mechanical condition of the
machine recheck rotor balance.

8. Re assemble andrep-t- step 2 prior to testing with the
converter."

3. Page 10 Paragraph 5.1 General

add an asterick to the last sentence followed by this
note.

" It is anticipated that rotor heating willlimit

the performance range where 115 to 120 0 c oil can be used
so a significant portion of the final performance data may

be taken with lower temperature generator cooling oil."

4. Page 11 Paragraph 5.2.1. Efficiency
Delete this paragraph as written and replace with the

following:
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"5.2.1. Efficiency
Record data to determine generator,converter and system

efficiency at on half load .75pf, rated load .75pf and r3ted

load .95pf for each of the following generator speeds 12,000

13,500, 15,000,16,500,18,000,19,500 and 21,000rpm. High frequency

cable losses shall be estimated based on generator output

current. Generator and converter losses may'be established

from heat rejection measurements.

5. Page 13 Paragraph 5.3.5 Engine Simulation

(Starting Test)

In the first sentece change"Figure2" to "Figurel" and

change "12,000" to "9000". Delete the second sentence and

delete the note which refers to Figure 2 and a 4:3 gear box."
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APPENDIX B

INSPECTION REPORT

-U___ F -UDA5 IL aM j~

194SAE884M I-S Genertor ACu l ah Sep 7 1697

l, I •~ Cý404AI

1. RTV'used to seal Bearing Bracket to frame-wound, (Not specified) -
DRAWING BEING CHANGED

3. Tape still on at leads as lead markers. HAS 7O BE THERE!

See above for defects for disposition.

i WSl' 03 M112Es ACC~WTl 3? ThISI " 00 NOT APillCr ThU lAP•T• ---l? •

P3?0M•~ [DUSAIUT. 03 uITrSUO.ANE~AJltry 01 T'IE ASISIT'Lt D'n

539 aft IM ACT"

C, S•, ,• ENfRAL ELETRC ..I,,SP,,Z .I
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Inse ction Report - Sheet 2 9/20/77
LR.368979

4. Snap ring (pt. 66) not installed - TO BF. INSTALLED WHEN
ROTOR IS REWORKED.

5. Cover on ADE wiring (pt. 54) not installed. TO BE ASSEMBLED
WHEN UNIT IS SHIPPED.

6. Braid frayed on ADE wiring. TO BE REWORKED WHEN UNIT IS
PREPARED FOR SHIPMENT.

7. Parts 51 and 52 reversed. DRAWINGS TO DE CHANGED.

8. Terminal Block covers not installed. TO BE ADDED WHEN UNIT
IS PREPARED FOR SHIPMENT.

9. Bearing support (pt. 14) - Bore opened. 035, face machined down
by. 035. MARKED DRAWINGS IN DRAFTING - DRAWINGS WILL
NOT BE REVISED UNTIL TESTING IS COMPLETE

10. Terminal block wired to marked up schematic. Not wired to revi-
sion C. DRAWING BEING REVISED.

11. Frame cut out in the area of part 69 to allow part to rotate.
DRAWING BEING REVISED.

12. Temporary decals used. Nameplate and notation arrow omitted.
Unit not painted. TO BE ADDED WHEN UNIT IS PREPARED FOR
SHIPMENT.

13. Armature to magnet gap in cocked position (D-10) S/B .000 * .001.
Actual = .092. MARKED UP DRAWINGS IN DRAFTING. DRAWING
WILL NOT BE REVISED UNTIL TESTING IS COMPLETE.

14. Unit has several thermocouples installed per separate instructions.
PER CUSTOMER REQUEST
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